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Beatri Bernet
judy Birtt
lome Bonkowski
I ph n Barch rs

Jane Bramham
Georg Brownbrid e
)oella Cannon
Chri tine Carr
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Bryc Carroll
Robert Carruesco
Oore n Chan
Rodn y Childress

Arthur Chui
Gary Colburn
Jerry Col
Chri tine ol man

Charlotte Cosulich
Cathleen Cox
Mary jane Craviotto
Rogelia Cruz

Carmela Cuellar
Candy Cummings
Sue Dach
Greg Dale
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Jean Danielson
Rhoda Darden
Jonathan Daubin
Rosa Del Toro

James Dowcett
Gary Duda
Michael Edington
Kent Ellefson

Anita Enderlin
Neal Eversole
Joseph Eugene
Raymond Extrum

Laura Fehsel
Marilyn Ferris
Michael Flores
Rafael Florez

Norman Fong
Marvin Foote
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Gene Franks
Anna Gntung

Jim Geear
Dianne Gibson
Alan Gilstrap
Jonathan Goodale

Lucinda Graham
Andrea Granderson
)anell Gregg
Toni Hallmark

Gail Halvorson
John Hanbright
Dona Hawker
Candy Healy
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Ezequiel Hernandez
Irma Hernandez
Lucinda Hess
Cassandra Hill

Harry Hirsch
Laurie Hodgen
Greg Howe
Alice Hunt

Carol joe
Candy Johnson
Janice Jorgensen
Aileen Juanitas

N' rithaa Njeruwa Kanampiu
Leroy Kantola
Margaret Keown
Bonnie Kissich
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Vadja Kolonombatovic
Tim Kolosick
James Kuykendall
Trudy LaCroix

Alan Lampe
Richard Lapin
Maximo Lau
Nestor Lau

Marian Lazar
Christine Leong
Thelma Louie
Elena Lucas

john Macsween
Mike Magruder
Theresa Mah
Nicholas Mangieri
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Dexter Mar
Craig Martin
Thomas Mathews
Greg Matzen

Gayle McGinn
Berenice McKeown
David McM icken
Douglas Meath

Joseph Mulligan
Dana Nelson
Linda _Nelson
Patrick Nevis

Norman Nichols
Gary Niino
Terry Norton
Anahid Orchanian
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Barbara Palm
Cynthia Pantraphol
Roger Panoyotti
Gary Perusse

Meredith Peterson
Randy Phair
Robert Phillips
Chris Piazza

Linda Pond
Daniel Ponder
Carl Porter
jose Rangel

Fausto Phor
Pam Rider
Michele Rishwain
Karen Robertson

jerald Robertson
Ricnard Rodrigues
Edmond Roesch
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Janice Rowley

james Rubiales
Deborah Russell
Glenn Russell
B' ONNIE Sampson

janice Sanguinetti
Louis Scarcella
Mylissa Scheid
John Scherer

Andrew Schoenhofen
William Schulte
Helen Schutte
Patrrcia Schwafel
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Roger Serian
Elise Shannon
Leroy Shapazian
Karen Shurtz

Mary Jane Sledge
Claire Smith
Carolyn Soderstrum
Boushra Soliman

Gilbert Somera
Irene Somera
Marilyn Stowell
Victoria Straine

Susan StrikPr
John Takhar
Stella lays
Melvyn Thomas
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John Thomassen
Davolyn Thorndike
Fred Tilder
Gail Tribou

Cynthia Trumbly
Deborah Turner
Gail Turner
William Tweed

Craig Urbani
Arlene Veach
James Villadores
Marie Walter

Laurie Watanabe
David Watkins
Robert Weaver
Jacalyn Webber
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Michael Welch
Beth Weslow
Thomas Whittemore
Pauline Wiles

Jack Wiley
Doris Williams
Paul Willis
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Sam Wong
Jacquelyn Wood
Richard Wordeman
Byron Yee

Bonnie Yount
Philip Knudsen

Alice Blocker
16

Gerald Griffin

A.S.U.O.P.
Chris Coleman, known to her fri ends and
admirers as Skulk the Wizard, is a senior, maJo ring in
psychology. An energetic PSA officer, she ha served
this year in the dual capacities of NSA Coord inator and
Head of the Office Staff. Among the notabl e q ualities
she has displayed is her maternal sterness toward the
members of the otherwise all-male Executive Cabi net.
Mark Venn a junior and this year's
Communications Commissioner, is often refered to by
his co-workers as "the Propaganda Czar". A serious
political science major, he was one of the principal
architects of the PSA Off-Campus Newslette and is
currently working on extensive revision of the Fresh man
Handbook.

Larry Seidman , the PSA Social Commissioner,
is a third-year PSA officer. A senior history major, Larry
has spent endless hours day and night, putting on a
memorable social program, and in getting coffee and
doughnuts from the End Zone for his colleagues.

Charley Soloman, a sophomore with a
double major in History and English, has been the
youngest member of this year's Executive Cabinet. As
PSA Academic Standards Commissioner, he worked
hard in faculty committees and elsewhere for student
interests. Here he is seen after a day at the office,
pursuing his hobby writing memos.
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Pacifican

Bob Greenstreet, Paul Nasman, Mary Arnold, Bob Mclean,
Greg lathrop, larry Seidman.

What can you do with a campus newspaper?
Anything you want, because you're editor for a whole
year. And since there is no mechanism for either
censorship or editorial guidance the decision is yours.
But you seek diversity of opinion because 4000 people
are paying for the paper and because they're paying
you to edit it.
You try to change things at the school. Sometimes
you try to help change things in the real world too. So
you wind up spending a lot of time working toward
some unstated goal. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
lose contact with reality as they fill with copy editing,
story assignments, pictures, headlines, corrections,
deadlines and ads.
You organize a staff to improve the paper. You try
to leave them alone to complete their tasks. But you
seem always to expect too much, to notice what they do
poorly instead of what they do well. You wind up
spending no less time than before, but instead of doing
anything you supervise someone else.

ia n Gard,

Certain members of the organization emerge as
people and demonstrate not only the potential you
hoped for but also rather pleasantly surprising capacity
to fulfill that potential. Your managing editor proves
herself quite capable of editing the paper. You r features
editor continually injects new ideas, new vitality into the
perpetual production routine. Reporters suggest stories
which you would probably have ignored.
At times you become amazingly frustrated . Feelings
of almost complete impotence-- at least irrelevance-gain credibility as your objectives become more
clouded and remain as distant as when you began. The n
people start complaining and you realize they're
reading this 12-page assemblage of materials collected
over a one-week period by your small circle of friends.
What can you do with a campus newspaper? Read it.
--Bob Greenstreet
Editor, Pacifican

raniado
Staff: Marianne Lagerquist (Managing Editor)
Mi ke Bullawit (Business Manager and Organizations)
Juliet Messimer (Greeks and Seniors)
Cra1g Urbani (Ads)
Ch rles Salomon (Asministration
d Eisenman
Ph ographers: Yoskikawa Studios
Bob Mclean
Les Holt
Jack White
A sor: Brian Gard
Sp 1al thanks to Karen Welz and, as always, Bob
Me ea n
A Pacifican Publication
copyright 1971
P blished by Josten's American Yearbook Company
Road 84 and Mineral King Highway
Visalia, California
R
Menzies, Craig Urbani, Linda Nelson, les Holt, Marianne
l g rquist, Michael Bulawit, Charlie Soloman, Brian Card.

S.A.Ph.A.

Matin Chew, Allan Wong, Bob Matzen, Greg Matzen, Ron Nazionale,
Carl Gross, Steve Shalisky, Ken Yamamura, Randy Miller.
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Pan Hellenic
Bottom Row: Roz Angell, linda Pond, Suzi lusk, Cathy Hartmann,
Phyllis Fitch. Back Row: Karen Bakker, Gioia Hamlin, Vicky Ford, Helen
Miller, np-)ane Walker.

Rho Chi Society

Sitting:

Craig

Bonkowski

Joachim,

LeRoy Shapazian,

Alan Gilstrap

Ronald Mills, Larry Reis, Mike

Susan

Stricker,

Standing Dana Grau

Lorne

John Hambright

Magruder, Bruce Braskat, np-Bonnie Sampson.

Model United Nations

Sitting : Barbara Angstrum, Sally Hatten, jack Coward, Rik Nevis, Doug
Wirth, Kathy McConnell, Randy Peterson, Michele St. John.
Standi ng : Larry Whitney, Mark McQuerry, Craig Urbani, Michael
Bigelow, Rick Gross, Ye Olde Faculty Advisor: Dr. Raitt, Andy Harris.
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B.S.U.
B.S.U

front Row: Robert Tucker, Clarence Thompson, Adija Stanton.
Middle Row : M'Rithaa Kanampiu, jackie Diggs, Carol Walton, Georgia
Shadwick, Mahla Smith, Tim iza Saulsberry, Mlenzi jackson, Maua
Madison, Rudisha Mathias.
Back Row : Andrew Norris, Andrea Granderson, Johnny Simpson,
Murajuma White, Clarence Williams Ill , judy Sims, Charles Robinson ,
Pat Knight, Barbara Powell, AI Jones, William Haymore, Mel jaret,
Fatuma Henderson, Larry Murchingson.
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Front Row: Frank laGasca, )ames Villadores, Vicki Braga, Glen Barawed.
Back Row: Tom Ancheta, Greg Claramo, Mike Bulawit, Jim Tamsy.
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U.P.S.A.

Sue Vieira
Maggi Bromfield
Maggie Bowes
Cindy Bridges
Lexie Webb
Terry Mack
Nancy Rowe
Linda Nelson
jan Paden
Gayle McGinnis
Kathy Hartman
Gail Halvorson
Donna Gibson

Nancy Gremp
Fran Lambe
Ellen Handwerker
lan Royer
Nedra Peterson
Debbie Erk
Candy Cummings
Mary Newman
Nancy Eddy
Dianne Gibson
Laurie Corwin
Janey Abad
Susie Skeels
Jackie Barsoom
Ann Giannecchini
Gioia Hamlin

Suzi Dach
Marian Lazar
Lora Leo
jane Parker
Sally Sulick
Cheri Bloch
Karen Peek
Jamie Waite
Ann McKenzie
Sue Hillard

Delta Gamma
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Roger Stiles
Bud Star
Joe Radovich
Don Accornero
Roy Ghiggeri
Paul Hom
Pat Douglas
Ed Barnes

Steve Sutton
Rick Walcha
Les Fields
john Howland
Mrs. Stewart
John Raph
jon Perroton
Doug Meath
Glenn Adams

Rick Olsen
Dave johnston
Frank Moddejonge
Pat Smith
Rich Nowling
Mike Gombos
Steve Covell

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Randy Phair
Jeff Warren
Peter Hsu
Tim Easterbrook
Mike Corbitt
Don Gordon

Stairs left to right:
Nancy Newman

Roz Angell

Seated:
Leslie Johnson

Alice Etter

joan Nielson

Norah Bennington

Annie de Moss

Jill Fryer

Pat Dryer

Shelly Saint John

Linda Pond

Janice Sanguinetti

Standing:
Corinne Oshima
Mrs. Lightfoot
Lynette Harder
Betty Schleh
Pam Beebe

Joicy Revis

Gamma Phi Beta
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Xavier Ballard
Garry Forsell
Dave Tashjian
Ted Rice
Charles Cortez

John Banducci
Darold Chan
Art Whitney
Larry Horton
Ken Marinai
John Wilson

Craig Cullens
jim Brown
Doyle Barnes
John Krainert

Chi

Phi Delta Chi
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john Hunnell
Wayne Elder
Joel Bortfeld
Larry Fillhardt
Randy Brannon
Dave Danes
Jeff Ramirez
Brent Watson
Bill Louie

Steve Skalisky
jack Kurihara
Bob Matzen
Kent Yep
Dan Kleinheksell

Randy Friesen
Arno Chauvel
Steve Petterson

Kappa Alpha Theta
Front Row
Meredith Petersen
Chris Lindblom
Carolyn Nagle
Helen lzuta
Barb Murray
Sue Malin
Tina Malmberg
Janie Walker
Rhoda Darden

Middle Row
Dianne Foley
Barb Greed
Theresa Maffei
Carolyn Porter
Twinkle Daniel
Bonnie Kissich
Janice Cappis
Sallie Nissen
Barb Moore
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Back Row
Debbie Givens
Kathleen McCarl
)ill Sullivan
Missy Scheid
Kim Holsberry
Cheryl Stern
Vicki Ford
Elise Shannon
Carol Jung
Mary During
Debbi Owens
Leslie Barnes
Sue Teixeira
Julie Anderson
Gail Rorhback
Sue Suggett

Delta Upsilon
Eric Newton
Brian Cole
Tom Moote
Dave McMicken
lac Morgan
Bill Knibbs
Bob Hillman
Bob MacKichan

Dave Dodds
Joe DeVito
Tom King
Don Eader
Loren Bollinger'
Marty Becker
Mrs. Moore
Steve Bach
Bob Janis
Vadja Kolombatovic
Jeff LaPierre
Jerry Simpson
Eric Wallis
Jim Deane
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Bill Hibbitt
Larry Plageman
Brad Brown
Dave Nash
Bill Archibald
Jim Brown
Rich Combs
Larry Harms
Dan Passini
Chip Gordet
Ken Blakey
Tom Kenney
Tim Tricas
Bill Ogard
Chris Johnson
Tim Fuller
Bill Breeden
Dick Meeks
Anthony Siino
Bob Cooper
Kent Sherburne

Delta Delta Delta
Kathy Angerer
Coni Fries
Sue Payne
Kathy Kuestel
Jane Timmons
jane Corbett
Diane Hawkins

Karen Slaven
Thelma Louie
Shanna Bryce
Peggy Stimpson
Ann McCienden
Suzi Lusk
]oanie Quinn
Janet Miller
Carroll Martin
Barb Wong
Gail Reberian
janice Rowley
Gail Turner
Sylvia Price
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Laurie Hodgen
Pat Ulrich
Roxanne Stewart
Karen Bokken
Kathy Clark
Debbie Mitchell
Candi Call
Sandy Micholofki
Gail Warren
Ann Barnard
Beth Kiesling
Judy Beaudet
jane Patton
janice Peters
Candy Healy
Cryss Teakle
Michele Rishwain
Candy Sanger
Ann Ettelman

The members of Phi Kappa Tau are: David
Basham, Gary Bechtel, John Buck, Larry
Cho, Mark Church, Mike Cloyd, Lance
Crooks, Robert DelValle, jack Dennis,
Charles Dingier, Ed Edmonds, Tred Eyerly,
Mike Gaffney, Rick Goble, Dave Greb,
Mike Halvorson, jack Held, Kevin Howell,

Phi Kappa Tau
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Gary Horton, William
jordan, jim Kinslow, Ed Loesher, Don
Mayer, James McCargo, Steve, Mclennen,
Bill Meyers, Mike Mordaunt, Barry Nash,
Kevin Parshall, jerry Peroni , Mitch Perry,
Mike Prickett, Stanley Quock, Ron Ratto,
Grant Rickey, Monty Schultz, Steve
Simondi, Rich Spencer, Mark Stevens, Jerry
Stewart, Tom Tessler, Harry Tozlian, Craig
Urbani, Mike Zarcone.

Group at left, left to r!sht: (Back row)
Wendy Weaver, Peggy Nelson, judy
Thomas, Ann Hawks; (Middle row)Ciaudia
Wolfe, Lois Lagier, Kitty Monroe, Chris
Carr; (Front row) Annabel Ridley, Davolyn
Thorndike, Sue Bacharach,. DebbiP. Russell._

Group in front of the pillars: (Eack row)
Mandy Wright, Anna Gartung, Chris
Sandell, Vickie Straine, Karen Woo , Doral
Zadorkin, Helen Miller, Kathy Westerfield,
Patty Camphouse, Genia Wood , Phyllis
Fitch; (Middle row) Margaret Holtzman,
Pam Heinze; (Front row) kalee Nystrom,
Sherri Soulsby, Sherri jensen, Marty
Hansen, Sharon Nagata, Bev Goodell, judy
Esau. Standing: Denise Gilliat, Carolyn
Tincher.

Alpha Chi Omega

Balcony

Middle row

Standing

Greg Bean
Randy Peterson
Doug Martyr
Tom Montgomery
Chip Meyer
john Ellington
jim Snyder
Clark Pillsbury
Mark Church

Bob Stetson
Bob Kull
Mike Ames
Kevin Boynton
Steve Bender
Terry Spencer
Greg Lathrop

Greg Dale
Gary Perusse
Bob Acosta
Doug Cook

Alpha Kappa lambda

Inside
Kim Lallalley
Rich Fixott
Tom Sherwood
Larry Beaver
Underneath
Alan Brose
George Dill
Myk Policar

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Seated
Jim Dowcett
Chris Piazza
jim Hock
Gary Colburn
Bob Brown

First Row Standing
Dr. Dominik
Mr. Goedecke
Mr. LaMond
Dr. Underwood
Dr. Fetsch
Rick Costa
Ray Gebbie

john Kay
Dr. Bodley
Dean Stedman

Second Row
]1m Keasey
john Romeri
Pete Thompson
Dave Watkins
Doug Riddle
Kea t Johnson
Greg Bean
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Third Row
Rick Giles
Rod Trovinger
Kit Kane
Bob Woodward
jerry Schwartz
Dr. van Bronkhorst
Dickson Titus
Tim Kolosick

Fourth Row
Reg Hou ston
Glen Chin
Phil Knight
Eric Hammer
Craig Davis

Back Row
Sue Quilici
Jeanne Ashby
Susie Sargent
Cassandra Hill
Barbara Bosch

Fourth Row
AlicE Hunt
Mary Potter
Annabel Ridley

Third Row
Janet Wiita
Christine Carr
Pam Rider
Sue Holsick

M·u Phi Epsilon
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Second Row
Bernice Smoll
Marcia Elder
Joan Hildebrand
Kathy Pryor

Front Row
Betsy Strader
Libby Nichols
Mindy Baker

diagonally

left to right

Fifth Row

Fourth Row

Mark Fulner
Vince Brown
Darrell Persels
Jim Geear

Jacquie Kapphahn
Jane Patton
Eileen Hall

Third Row
Laurie Gillespie
George Akina
John Ellington
Tom Caldecott

Second Row
Vaughn Moosekian
Meg Glasscock
Mike Welch
In Front

Theta Alpha Phi

Bob Stetson

ambda Kappa · Sigma Alpha Xi
In front

Third Row
Toni Farrell

Jane Corbett
Becky Lobdell
Sally Lee

Front Row
Mrs. Kihara
Bonnie Sampson
Cozette Bower
Cathy Okamoto

.ian

Fourth Row
Sarah Lewis
Susan Lew
Connie Cho

Second Row
Joyce Rutan
Debbi Kneppel
Gail Turner

Fifth Row
Leilani Hansen
Mariann Annand
Corinne Oshima
Barbara Wong

Front Row : K . Lee, Faculty, B. Gomez, R. Weaver. Back Row : ). Tamsy, F.
Rhor, G. Gibbs.

Front Row
D . Meath
C . Robertson
K . Krause
D . Vickeris
D. Ellchesi
S. Quay
R. Lucier

Middle Row

Back Row

B. Piersa
R. Lawrence
G . Herst
Mr. Darling
j . Mulligan
C . Webber

G . Seymour
G. Franks
B. Nash
J. Blincoe
G . jue

Alpha Psi Kappa

Kappa Psi (left to right)
AI Gilstrap
Mike Engly
leroy Shapazian
Wayne Bushnell (standing)
Brad louie (kneeling)
jerry Freitass
leon Owens
lexy Perry
Ron linn
Kent Ellefson
Ken Yokoyama
Alan l. Wong
Tom Carnegie
Darryl Henderson
Dan Zimmerimer
Hank Ueyama
jim Kocolas (alka selter and hat)
Ken Gaives
Gary Lampson
Norm Fong Pong
Mike Carver
Tom Reidenbach (against wall)
Mike jones

Frank Tarantino (kneeling)
lloyd Watanabe
Tim Baird
Steve Briggs (lying down)
Arty liskewisz
Bruce Leong
Ron Juliana (peace sign)
Greg Watts
Bill Watson (kneeling)
Allan K. Wong
Kay Watanabe
Dave Toyota
Chauncey lowe (kneeling)
Martin Chew
Randy loser
Waldo Beck
jim Takamoto (kneeling)
Roger Serian
Glen Satsuwa
Calvin Rouse ((KNEELING)
Ray Fatty
Ed Wegele
Ken Yamamura

Kappa Psi

Graduate School
of Medical Sciences

47

San Francisco, California

memorandum

Someone once said "Education is what remains
when we have forgotten all that we have been taught."
In the School of Engineering, students and faculty are
united as never before in a joint effort to provide the
kind of engineering education that balances theory with
practice, that produces an engineer who understands,
who has confidence in his ability to function effectively.
The engineering program at UOP is an outstanding
one, with much innovation and a faculty dedicated to
teaching. There is extensive student-faculty interaction
and genuine concern with balancing theoretical
engineering science approaches with real-world
engineeiring problems and design. In the environment
of a private university with a rich heritage in the liberal
arts, small classes, quality teaching and extensive on-thejob experience throught the cooperative education
program produces engineering graduates with an
unusually high degree of professional and technical
competence; engineers who ar cognizant of the social,
polpical, and cultural world ... better equipped to meet
the unpredictable problems of the future. Better
equipped for a lifetime of applying scientific knowledge
for the benefit of mankind ... even "when all they have
been taught has been forgotten."

Robert Heyborne
Dean, School of Engineering

I am sorry that I am unable at this time to submit this
statement, time being the problem I am leaving th e
campus for the remainder of this week and simply do
not have time to submit the requested statement plus
am unsure of the material wanted. I hope that next year
these in charge of the yearbook will give persons asked
to contribute a little more time to prepare a statemen t.

Some
Cooperative
Administrators
Elliott Taylor
Dean of Admissions

Catherine P. Davis
Since 1953, Miss Catherine P. Davis has served
Pacific as Dean of Women. Holding a Bachelor of Arts
degree in History and Government from Hartwick
College in New York and a Master's Degree in Student
Personnel from Syracuse University, she has seen this
institution grow from a small, Methodist college to a
university of many facets.
In response to the question, "Have Pacific women
changed in your eighteen years here? ", she said, " That
would be very difficult to say with certainty. Today, I
think they are more sophisticated-- they have travelled
more and possess greater experience in dealing with the
world and with people. There is a broader
representation of racial and ethnic groups. Their social
and political views have a wider perspective. The
absence of the old rules and regulations about the
behavior of co-eds have given them greater
independence. As personalities, however, they are
much the same as they were when I came here-courteous, considerate, friendly, concerned about
others. Perhaps this concern for people has changed
because of their greater knowledge of the world and
the increasing number of areas where women are able
to work and serve. But this concern has always been a
trait of Pacific women. "
Other views of Miss Davis include: (on the
ambitions of female graduates)"At Pacific women
always have turned toward professional and service
vocations-- nursing, medicine, teaching, social work,
and increasingly, law. Few enter business or the
sciences, although more do now than thought of it in
1953. This is due chiefly to the growing number of areas
fo r women interested in full or part-time careers,
opened up to them by the effort and achievement of
determined women before them. "
(On Women's Liberation) " Frankly, we scare men
because both sexes forget that it's the person, the
individual, rather than their sex, which counts. If
women really want liberation, they must go out and
work-- not have it handed to them. Women must be as
committed to and prepared for a vocation as a man. I
abhor the sexual inequities in our society, and I have
foug ht them in my career with conviction. But to go at it
(women's liberation) as some do now-- uh-uh! "

Yvonne Allen
Director of Community
Involvement

Robert W. Blaney
Director of
Social Issues
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Every year Commencement reflected the growth and changes
Burns' vision had wrought in the University. Here he delivers the l966
Commencement address in the Conservatory, with the new University
mace-- emblem of tradition and academic autonomy-- on the table at
left.

Robert E/ Burns

ROBERT E. BURNS
50 Years of Progress

Devoted to his home and family, Dr. Burns spoke often and warmly of
the intelligence, charm and loyalty of his wife, the former Grace Weeks.
Married for more than thirty years, they are shown here in a photograph
taken several years ago at the president's house on campus.

In 1956 President Burns was honored on his tenth anniversary as
President and the twenty-fifth anniversary of his graduation from Pacific,
at a dinner in the Stockton Civic Auditorium. He is shown with
California Governor Goodwin Knight, one of the more than six hundred
guests, on his left..

A PERSONAL TRIBUTE TO PRESIDENT ROBERT E.
BURNS
It was twenty-three years ago when I first met the
handsome young President of the College of the Pacific
in his office. I was seeking employment and was
nervous. It was a relief to find him both cordial and
friendly. After a brief interview he simply said that he
had decided to accept me as a member of the Pacific
family and with a smile, he added that there was no
need for a formal contract. To be hired this way was an
unforgettable experience. The College had grown and
changed over the years but the wholesome attitude of
the President had remained unaltered.
As a tribute to this departed friend let me first say
that he had obviously dreamed dreams and seen visions
and had the courage and ability to bring them to pass.
The new buildings, the cluster colleges, the innovative
programs are but a few rer:ninders of his creative genius.
The University as it stands today can be said to be the
lengthened shadow of this man.
President Burns was a sincere, warm and out-going
person. His numerous friends admired and loved him.
With his magnetic personality, his extensive knowledge
and ready wit he could spark any gathering, business or
social, often turning dull occasions into pleasant and
worthwhile ones. When difficult problems arose he was
usually cool and collected. He rarely failed to come up
with appropriate solutions for them .

President Burns was free from racial prejudice. He
recognized the worth of the individual whatever his
race, color or creed. He was not only a great American
but also an outstanding citizen of the world . It was no
accident that students from many countries had chosen
to come to this friendly campus.
Some college presidents are
skilled
in
administration; some are gifted in the art of winning
financial support; some are capable of inspiring the
respect and confidence of trustees, faculty and
students; some can provide enlightened leadership for
growth and development; and some are successful in
relating to the community at large. Very rarely can a
president be found who is able to function well in all
these areas. Here at the University of the Pacific we had
just such a president for nearly a quarter of a century. It
is fortunate for us that he passed this way. We owe him
a debt of gratitude and we greatly treasure his memory.
Edwin Ding

"Be not simply good; be good for something." Henry David Thoreau
Robert E. Burns was born on july 26, 1909. He
attended schools in the By Area and graduated from
Richmond High School. Burns recieved a Bachelor of
Arts degree in 1931 from UOP, the first chartered
institution of hiher education in California. In 1946 he
received a Master of Arts from his alma mater.
From the day he came to Pacific as a Freshman in
1927, Dr. Burnsdevoted his life to the University.
Beginning in 1932, he served in a number of
administrative posts, including placement secretary,
registrar and assistant to the president. He succeeded
Tully Cleon Knoles as president in 1946, holding the
office with distinction for nearly a quarter of a century.
Dr . Burns prrepresented
UOP in
man y
organizations of institutions of higher education, in the
process, rendering great service to all of higher
education. He served two years as presiden t of the
Association of Independent California Colleges and
Universities and a similar term as elected chairman of
the Independent College Funds of America, Inc. In
addition, he was past president of the Western College
Association.
Outside higher education , Robert Burns was deply
committed to public service. He was a member of the
University Senate of the United Methodist Church and a
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Dr. Burns, at right, was inaugurated as president in l'l46. Standing
with him are former Chief justice Earl Warren, the n Governor of
California, and Dr. Tully C. Knoles, Pacific's first Chancellor.

delegate to the worldwide five quadrennial General
Co nferences of Methodism, beginning in 1952. He
pheld such offices as President of the Pacific Medical
Center (formerly Presbyterian Medical Center)
president of several YMCA agencies and the California
Co nference of Social Work, and member of the
Ca lifo rnia State Centennials Commission.
Hi ghly
respected
by
colleagues
and
• m t emporaries, Dr. Burns was an honorary Rotarian,
d degree Mason and past grand chaplain of the
onic Lodge of California, Sovereign of St. Francis
'1clave, Red Cross of Constantine, past secretary of
Co mmonwea lth Club of California and a member
1-te Bohemia n Club. Honorary degrees received by
1 s include Doctor of
Laws from Willametter
tversity in 1947 and McGeorge School of Law in 1963,
o r of Humanities from University of Evansville in
nd Doctor of Humane Letters from Loyola
.rsity of Chicago in 1970.
n innovative ed ucator and an institutional builder,
rns led Pacific from a small, Methodist liveral arts
,e to a pluralistic university composed of a large
college, three liberal arts cluster colleges with
lized programs, two graduate schools, a law
I an d five professional schools on three campuses .
t,e most widely recognized product of his
'lie achievement is Pacific's cluster college
'1 . In the late 1950's he began work on this idea
1swer to futu re problems of growing enrollment.
extensive world travels, he visited Ocford and
dge Universities in England to study small, interd but autonomous colleges en action. The first of

these at Pacific, Raymond College, opened in 1962 with
a three-year intensive curriculum aimed at providing
students with a broad, liberal education as a basis for
graduatework in the humanities, the natural sciences,
and the social sciences.
Elbert Covell College, America's first college for
Latin American students and Latin American Studies to
have its courses taught entirely in Spanish, registered its
first students in 1963. It now operates a study center at
San Jose, Costa Rica.
Third of the University's cluster colleges, Callison
College opened in 1967. Its curriculum emphasized the
study of non-Western societies and cultures and
features a campus in Bangalore, India, where the entire
sophomore year is spent in a total immersion learning
experience of non-Western culture.
More than half of the buildings on the Stockton
campus, from the dormitory annexes to South and West
Halls, to the new Cowell Health Center finished in
1970), were built through the efforts of Robert Burns
and his administration. The new School of Dentistry
facility in ASand Francisco and the proposed additions
to McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento are other
manifestations of Burns' drive to provide the best
academic and social facilities for Pacific students.
The University of the Pacific, as an academic
endeavor and a community of inter-actin human
beings, bears testimony to the ability and dedication of
Dr. Burns.

As President of the Association of Independent California Colleges
and Universities, Dr. Burns made several trips to the nation's capital.
Here he is shown with Robert Finch, then HEW Secretary, as they
announce a report on the financial future of California's fifty private
colleges.

For six years Richard R. Williams II, a graduate of
Pacific, has served as Dean of Men. He has also been
Director of Housing and Director of Financial Aids.
Asked " How have Pacific students changed in six
years?" Dean Williams responded as follows: "In very
general terms, students are more serious in areas such
as awareness of social inequities and interest in current
events, yet they are still just as apt to raise hell on a
Saturday night thry're still creative, spirited, challenging
and invigorating. There have not really been vast
changes in terms of the problems, hopes, dreams, and
frustrations of our students, although perhaps they are
more aware of these things now."
Dean Williams on other matters: (the role of the
Dean of Men at Pacific) " Since I became Dean of Men,
my role and position in relation to students hs changed
greatly. I like to see a sd'ean as an environmental
specialist--our role is to endeavor to so affect the
students' environment that he can develop his potential
as he wants it to develop; to know what the hopes,
dreams and ambitions of students are and possess
enough professional knowledge about campus
environmental effects to work with students in this area.
A Dean's role is to help open to students doors they
never dreamed existed--not to catch people smoking
pot or keeping dogs in their rooms or throwing water
balloons off the third floor of South-West. This type of
function in the University is co-curricular--it is too
valuable to be called extra-curricular."
(How he likes his job) " I can 't imagine taking a job
if it did not involve meeting college students on a dayto-day basis. Some mornings there is nothing I would
rather do than go to the office. Students' problems are
growing experiences for me--when I'm on campus I
learn sometning every time I am with a student."
(On human relations) "Everybody has something he
does better than we do, and to discover and recognize
this in each other is an important part of human
relations."

Ed ward S. Betz
Edward S. Betz, a full professor in the Speech
Department, has worked in the Student Personnel
Offi ce at UOP si nce 1947, when he became Dean of
Men. Dean of Students for the past eleven years, he
holds a BA from Hastings College in Nebraska, and his
MA is from the University of Denver. He has received
an honorary doctorate from his alma mater, and was this
year's Grand Marshall of Honor at Pacific ' s
Homecoming.
Wh en asked how he felt Pacific students had
changed in 24 yea rs, he said: " I won't use the cliche that
today's students are older academically and less mature
emoti ona lly, beca use I am not ·sure that it's true. At
Pacific, hey are more sophisticated in the sense that
the/ h ·e travelled more, know more about the world,
and r
more metropolitan in their backgrounds.
Repr entmg a broader social spectrum , they give a
cosm politan atmosphere to the campus. In the past,
they •re oriented much more toward social activities-Greek life was the center of the University. Now they
have
greater involvement in local and national
conce lS and politics, and are deeply interested in
thei r own futures through things like
develo 1in
gradu ate tudy. In campus affairs, they have taken on
and handl d greater responsibility-- some of it given to
them by us. For the most part, they discharge these
responsibil t1 es reasona bly well. They make mistakes,
but everyone else does that. "
Dean etz on other issues: Spirituality of students:
"Paci fic students are less interested now in organized
relig1o 1. Perha ps this is due to changing outlets for
spiritu lity-- commitment to social and moral causes,
comrr nity mvolvement and so on . I couldn 't want to
judge 'Vhether this is a diminution or an enlargement of
spir itu hty. Certai nly it has taken on a new and personal
character wit h students. For example, the Anderson y
an d th • Cha pel are completely different no than they
were five years ago.
On his role as Dean of Students : " The job has
changed for the better, I think, from that of campus
pol iceman to that of an advisor in problem areas when
they seek advice. There are two reasons for this, which
go hand-in-hand: first, as students have taken on and
executed mo re responsibility for their own policing, I
have been freed from these duties over the years; and
second, the University has become more complex and
hence our responsibilities as deans have broadened-we have much to do. There are few all -University
admin istrators at the ' nuts and bolts' level of dealing
with student p roblems and assisting students in campus
life. While the others, such as the Academic VicePresident and the Reg.strar have their own bailiwicks, I
am called upoh constantly to work in many diverse
areas. My work, especially since I am called upon to
serve on so many different committees, touches most
aspects of the University. The Student Personnel Office
is a bridge between all students and the individual
colleges and programs. "

Richard I. Williams

A trained research economist and urban planner,
Berndt Kolker has been Provost of Raymond College for
four years. He responded with enthusiasm on the
following subjects:
(the position of students in the
University): "Students are what the university, this or
any other one, is all about: everything else is secondary-schools are here for the sake of allowing students to
learn."
(change in Pacific students in the last four
years):"Yes, I do (think they have changed) From where
I sit, for the better. They have begun to move into the
twentieth century."
(the roles of students and faculty in the learning
process) : "The primary responsibility of any faculty is to
facilitate learning for students--not good teaching as
such, because unless you have students who desire to
learn and will bend every effort to do so, good teaching
means nothing. Emphasis in learning must be centered
totally on students, and faculty are to act as guides and
mentors."
(on parietal rules and universitysocial regulations) :
" The only chance young people have to be mature and
assume responsibility is to be allowed to act like mature,
'adult' people, including making mistakes. If we
continually hover over them and surround them with
safety devices, this cannot happen. What the hell are
they going to do when they get out into the world
where there are no safety devices? College is a learning
experience and in a learning experience we don 't go
around setting up protective devices to shield the
learner."

Berndt Kolker
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The name of the Introductory Year Program, I AN I, was
adapted from Alfred North Whitehead's, THE AIMS OF
EDUCATION. Whitehead says imagination must not be
divorced from facts. "It is a way of illuminating the facts.
It works by eliciting the general principles which apply
to the facts, as they exist, and then by an intellectual
survey of alternative possibilities which are consistent
with those principles. It enables men to construct an
intellectual vision of a new world, and it preserves the
zest of life by the suggestion of satisfying purposes."
The letters I and I s 1d, of course, for Information and
Imagination. These words define the relationship which
should exist between the knowledge students gain and
the integration of that knwowledge ito their life styles.
Shortly after the term I and I came into popular use,
Mark Church,the student director of the summer
orientation program, told me that the letters ought
really to stand for Information and Interaction. Mark's
comment defines, in part, what education is. It is never
the passive absorption of information, but the constant
interaction between the ideas and llies of each of us.
Mark's comment also illustrates very clearly what the
authors of the Danforth Report meant when they wrote
that the responsibility for education is a joint one,
shared by SSTUDENTS AND FACULTY.
I began with an idea from Whitehead which I thought
applicable to our situation here at the College of the
Pacific. Mark then responded to my version of this idea
and, thus, achain was established which is crucial in the
process of education. It is a process which is never
complete.
I and I has essentially two guiding principles or ground
rules. Every problem, question, or issue which is studied
has to be looked at from the perspective of more than
one academic discipline.
Its second ground rule is that each student must
integrate the perspectives of the various disciplines in a
synthesis of his own. He is neither a passive recipient of
ideas nor of an integration of the points of view and
perspectives of his P.rofessors. He must begin the
important process of ·synthesizing the disparate pieces
of information and the conflicting judgements we all
face daily.
I and I requires that students and faculty work together,
avoid dogmati!m, and Jive with the uncomfortable fact
that problems are never solved but like Proteus are
constantly to be struggled with in ever changing forms.

W. Presto

Sled an

Dean, Conservatory of Music
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The College of the Pacific has accepted the
respo nsibility for change and growth and has
com mitted itself to the development of an academic
climate in which student and teacher learn together, in
whi ch instru ction is the joint responsibility of students
and facu lty. Once achieved this climate would develop
instudents the ability to instruct themselves, so that their
edu catio n does not conclude with commencement so
that they b come self-directive and self-instructive.
In th i kind of setting, what is my role with
SSTUD E S? In fewest words, it is to enable students to
share w
fac ulty the best opportunities for learning, in
well-eq p ed classrooms and laboratories, within the
most a ropriate, most carefully designed academic
progral'l' -- and all of this, of course, within constraints
of ti me
ace, and college resources. Frankly, for one
perso n
ccom plish this is impossible, so that my role
is mor
u l,fully to draw together students, faculty and
fellow
nistrators to confront the task together.
nee, the design for the new College of the
ulum was conceived and planned, studied
and, finally, implemented by students,
d ministrators working as one. In this work-en more than three years--1 have come to
ain the unique talents and contributions of
academic planning. First, they have
d again and again their ability to research
asm both campus problems and national
hereducation. And, too, they bring to these
d their solutions fresh vision. Too often
who stay with a college through the years
o tective partial-sightedness, seeing what we
ve to be. Because they bring this fresh and
hangi ng vision, students are the key to the
r alizi ng its educational goal of responsive
growt

William Bin.ley
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The Financial Vice President is responsible for:
The administration of policies and procedures
pertaining to total University finance and general
economics in the operation of the University; to make
recommendations on such matters to the President and
the Board of Regents; to assist the President in
informing the faculty of major changes, policies, and
methods concerning the financing of the University.
The planning and the administration of policies and
procedures for the efficient use, maintenance, and
construction of the University's buildings and grounds.
The planning and administration of benefit
programs for faculty and staff of the University.
The establishment of policies, standards of
employment, wage schedules, benefits, etc, respecting
the non-academic employees of the University.
The Financial Vice President has always maintained
an "open door policy" with the students as well as the
faculty and staff, and encourages student representation
on the various committees within the Financial
Administration of the University especially where
student life and activity is concerned.

Some fourteen months ago, Carl Miller assumed
the post of Vice-President for
Institutional
Advancement, thus becoming responsible for fundraising, public relations and assorted other programs at
Pacific.
He had the following comments to make about
students and institutional advancement programs :
"Institutional advancement
is more than just
development, which at Pacific is a work reserved for the
office in charge of raising money. My office handles
public relations, parents' programs and so on, besides
development. sStudents could play a very important
role in institutional advancement--not just serve as
emissaries to potential honors.
"In regard to alumni, a student-alumni committee
to plan joint events, exchange ideas and so on would
certainly give alumni a greater understanding of Pacific
today. Likewise, students might benefit from such
contacts in terms of building a continuous relationship
with the institution, even after graduation. Students
who would take the time to familiarize themselves with
our activities and form, through the student governmnt
verhaps, a permanent link between my staff and the
general student boydy. Such a link could provide a
channel for criticisms and suggestions, and means for reevaluating our programs to work with students.
Students could revamp the areas of public relations in
areas where, as th student leaders have criticized us, we
may be weak, could assist us in interpreting the
University to various publics who might be sources of
gifts to Pacific, and could be of use in working with the
communications media. We need to relate to students-we are here becaause of them, because they are the
reason for the University to exist."
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Ja es A. Riddles
Director of Libraries

J.

arc Jantzen

The School of Ed ucation, in addition to its long-term
program of educating high quality teachers, is
extending such efforts in order to prepare teachers
specificall o deal with children in disadvantaged areas.
Program
Pacific placing major emphasis in teaching
child ren
disadvantaged communities include Teahcer
areer Opportunity Program, New Careers
Corps,
Program and Supplementary Training of Head Start
Teacher
A secon l 'Tlajor sh ift of emphasis in the School of
Educatio 1 1 on earlier and more intensive and extensive
program of fiel d experiences. This affords students as
early a tl e second semester sophomore year an
opportu 11 for first-hand classroom xperiences in the
public
h ols. It lends reality to the theoretical
treatme
campus Education courses. It also involves
the pu b c chools to an increased degree as partners
niversity in the whole teacher education
with the
program

Donald F. Duns

Department Head,
Communication
Arts and Sciences

Carl Miller
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The Dean of the School of Pharmacy must be alert
ot the new roles emerging for pharmacists in the rapidly
changing health care delivery system of America. His
graduates should be prepared to serve in these new
roles. It is, therefore, the Dean 's responsibility to guide
the faculty, curriculum, and students cooperatively and
dynamically through the required changes which will
educate and train new graduates for the practice as it
exists at the time of the graduation.

Into the mix there is the ever present problem to
improve the quality of instruction and to reduce its cost
and at the same time to broaden the curriculum and to
develop new job opportunities.
Communications to the students, faculty and to the
general public is of major concern to a Dean. It is some
comfort to know that the Dean at Pacific does not sit
alone with the problems and chanllenges. The problems
with which he daily wrestles are National in scope and
require collaborative solutions.
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A major problem facing faculty members and students is
how to organize these students into a meaningful group
with an opportunity to assist faculty members in
program planning and evaluation. The question that
needs consideration is whether to organize both an
undergraduate as well as a graduate Education student
group within the ASUOP structure, or one single
organization including both undergraduates and
graduates?

The School of Education is one of seven professional
schools of the University of the Pacific. Its job is to
prepare the highest quality possible of teachers and
other school personnel such as counselors,
psychologists, supervisors, and principals. It offers both
degree programs and professional preparation leading
to specific certifications.
Its degree programs include a Bachelor of Science in
Education, Master of Arts with j major in Education,
Master of Education, Specialist in Education(one year in
addition to a master's), and a Doctor of Education. The
School of Education has approximately 200 full-time
undergraduate students enrolled in its B.S. in
Education program; and another 250 to 300 full-time
undergraduate and fifth-year students in its elementary
and secondary teacher education programs who are
basically degree candidates in other schools or colleges
in the University.

Some attempts have been made to secure student
representation in most of the legislative bodies of the
School of Education. All ten graduate assistants and two
undergraduate students are full-voting members of the
Education faculty meetings. Two unergraduate students
serve on an all -University Council on Teacher
Education. But attempts at organizing an Education
student group have not been successful. Last year Dean
Jantzen and a committee of faculty members called a
meeting of all undergraduate students with a student
chairing the meeting. An ad hoc student committee was
selected, but nothing happened.

In addition, several hundred part-time graduate
students are pursuing work toward advanced degrees
and credentials. The number of full-time graduate
student enrollments is growing every year. This year
there are 22 full-time students in the Doctor of
Education program alone.

The faculty members realize that something needs to be
done to develop a more effective student group. Should
the ASUOP take the initiative to find potential leaders
amondg Education students, should the Education Dean
and 9 or the faculty search for such leaders, or do we all
just wait for potential leaders to come forth to demand

That seems to be the crucial question.
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School of Education

School Of
Education

Consevatory of Music
The Conservatory of Music, in
prepari ng young musicians for the
profession of music, recognizes this
profession as both an art and a
disci pl ine. It stresses in its training
progra ms not only the artistic values of
creativity, ex perimentation, selfmotiva tion and discrimination but also
the
d sc ipli ned
attributes
of
schola rship, independen ce, skill and
dedication.-- University of the Pacific,
Bulletin
It is the better influence of an
institu tio that arouses in the deep
and ea rn t souls a feeling of rebellion
to mak
its aims more certain.-Charles es,Essays Before a Sonata

A composer friend of mine who
spent some time in a mental
rehabilitation center was encouraged
to do a good deal of bridge playing.
After one game, his partner was
criticizing his play of anace on a trick
which had already been won. My
friend stood up and said," If you think
I came to the loony bin to learn to
play bridge, you're crazy." --John
Cage, Silence
A sound is high or low, soft or
loud, of a certain timbre, lasts a certain
length of time, and has an envelope.-john Cage, Silence
Many sounds that we are used to
do not bother us, and for that reason

we are inclined to call them beautifui.-JCharles lves,fssays Before a Sonata
The question of leading tones
came up in the class in experimental
composition that I give at the New
School. I said, " You surely aren 't
talking about ascending half-steps in
diatonic music. Is it not true that
anything leads to whatever follows?"
But the situation is more complex for
things also lead backwards in time.
This also does not give a picture that
corresponds with reality. For, it is said,
the
Buddha's
enlighte n ment
penetrated in every direction to every
point in space and time.--John
Cage ,Silence

Music courses were made available to UOP students
since the days of the school's founding, especially piano
lessons for students in the so-called " Female
Department." By 1859 programs in instrumental, vocal
and guitar were added; still, no major in music was
offered. In 1878. F. Loui King, a San Jose music teacher,
w as employed to establish a school of music. By 1882,
the first Bachelor of Music four-year program was
underway, the first degree being awarded in 1888 to
Victoria Brown. The first theory-composition major was
graduated in 1909, probably one of the first in the
country. In 1912 the public school music curriculum was

initiated. The first A Cappella Choir in the west was
formed in the Conservatory in 1916. The school became
one of the charter members of the National Association
of Schools of Music in 1928 and since that time has had
undergraduate majors approved in performance, music
education, theory-composition, music therapy, and
music history, and master's programs approved in
performance , music education, and
theorycomposition. Noteworthy is the emphasis on creativity
in the school. One of its early deans, Howard Hanson,
won the coveted Prix de Rome for composition in 1920,
spending three years in Rome and then moving to
Rochester as the first Director of the Eastman School of
Music. Graduates of the Conservatory have generally
stayed on the West Coast, many working in the
entertainment or music teaching profession. Prominent
among the former are janet Leigh and Dave Brubeck;
many of the major universities on the west coast have at
least one Pacific Conservatory graduate on their
faculties.
From 1900 to 1928 the Conservatory offered programs in
Music, Art and Drama. As the respective departments
became larger, they were removed from the
Conservatory and made independent departments in
the university. An early sorority attests to the
prominence of music on the Stockton campus;
Philomusia, whose house is the third house on the right
of sorority circle, was open to majors in art, drama, or
music. The club is now defunct. The organization was
later called Mu Zeta Rho.
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Elbert Covell COllege

Elbert

Covell
Colleg

Everything in me that has remained "Yanqui"
dreads the prospect of a Covell College Graduation
Day. Because the human relationships within our
college are so unusually close and each personality
stands out so distinctly, every departing graduate leaves
a vacuum which will never be quite filled. I know and
like these "Covelianos" and will miss each of them.
Every Latin American student brings to the campus
a deep sense of individualism (which is quickly adopted
by his North American counterpart who, of course,
came to this ASpanish-speaking college in the first
place because of a fascination with Iatinos and things
Ia n.) A concimitant of such individualism is the
te ndency to personalize every relationship. This makes
e Pn a simple leave-taking between two friends an
er otional experience, but when goodbyes are said on a
ss scale, and the bitter ingredient of finality is added,
ar extraordinary amount of Anglo-Saxon reserve is
n( ·essary in order to maintain the "cool" that most of
u North Americans have been led to equat with
s histication.
The Latino never accords casual relationships the
r k of "friendships." Rather, because he sees every
o tact with others as requiring a personal commitment

on his own part, he insists that others regard the
relationship equally significant and personal. A prime
postulate in the Latin American way of looking at things
is that each human being is uniquely individual and
ought not be grouped for impersonal collective
treatment. He attributes a cloak of dignity to each, a
cover for human imperfections which one rends to his
peril. Merely observing these basic postulates is enough
to establish a pleasant relationship with any
"Coveliano" but when one really believes them the
friendships become particularly warm and abiding.
And so, whether we assemble as a large group in a
periodic "Meet the Provost" session (when the Dean of
Student Living and I attempt to field any question tossed
from the floor); at a more structured cultural or social
function in the "Ce-ntro;" or when the occasion is a
simple passing greeting on the campus, II VIEW MY
CONTACTS WITH Covell College students as a series of
profoundly personal, one-to-one relationships. These
are the only terms which the "Coveliano" will
reciprocate. Besides, who would want it any other way?
But all of this makes Graduation Day at Elbert
Cove1 1College an emotionally-charged scene.

Queen Josie Talamantes
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477-6881

STOCKTON, CALI,..ORNIA 95207'

Congratulations Class of '71

SIIIIG
TElliS
BACI PACIIIG
WATER SPORTS

complete line of Fashions
for the young at heart

3 through 15 and
' 6 through 18
I

478-3550

6239 Pacific Avenue, Stockton
Also at Bear Valley

China
Silver
Crystal
Gifts
Greeting Cards
Telephone 463-8913
2002 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, California
Free Gift Wrap and Delivery

2045 PACIFIC AVE.
463-6351
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Borelli
Jewelers
SKI SPECIALISTS
Golf
Tennis
Back Packin~

2051 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
PHONE 462-2443

Diamonds

Watches

Phone 478-5615

Jewelry

299 Lincoln Center

Stockton, Californi'l 95207

UOP Bookstore
THE UNIVERSITY BOOK-STORE
-Join the MANY who support it-

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
lotsa books
within walking distance
anything you'll ever need.

COME ONE - COME ALL!
to
the

BOOK STORE
Photo by Howell
Jack Dennis finds all the supplies he needs at the UOP
Bookstore!

SPEED AND CUSTOM EQUIPMENT
LINCOLN AUTOMOTIVE CENTER
Automotive Parts and Accessorites

COMPONENTS
RECORDS, T. V.

Phone 478-6234
363 Lincoln Center
Stockton, Calif. 95207

6130 PACIFIC AVE.
TEL. 4 77-0082

Congratulations Class ot ' 71
From Your Local Coca-Cola Bottler

1800 Pacific Avenue

466-2481

SHEET MUSIC

20 Locations to serve you in Northern California

lrva Rageth

30 WEST HARDIN[] WAY
PHONE 465·5819
STOCKTON, CALIF". 95204

SAM'S ROAST BEEF SANDWICH
6323 Pacific Avenue
477-9866
Congratulations Class of '71
4950 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

The Yearbook Staff
Would Hope That
Pacific Students-Would
Support Businesses
2019 Pacific Avenue

That Support Them.

West Lane Bowl

West Lane Bowl--Stockton 's largest
3900 West Lane
Stockton, California
UOP Bowling Classes
Pharmacy League
Other Leagues Can Be Arranged
Fraternity-Sorority or Mixed

Leroy Shapazian, Secretary of the Pharmacy league
recommends the West Lane Bowl.
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27 Sherwood Plaza - 5757 Pacific Avenue

Seymour's is the sou rce of the unusual
Phi Tau, AKL, and SAE Shop Bourbon Street--Shouldn 't
Seymour's is the source of the unusual in fine
YO U?
jewelry. We are fo r tunate to have an extraordinary
jewelry designer who can create an engagement ring
that is uniquely yours. Manufacturing for some thirty
other fine jewelers in California and Arizona puts us in a
position to offer you substantial savings. We ·also have a .
liberal payment plan that requires only token payments
until the summer.
If it is from Seymour's, it is very special.

LIQUORS -

WINES - MIXERS

BEER -

KEG BEER

PARTY SUPPLIES
DELICATESSEN ICE -

LIMITED GROCERY

DELIVERY SERVICE

RUBEN BACC I -

Seymour
jewe lry Co mpany

RAY GALLI

464-3Be6
3826 WEST LANE

Pizza • Salads • Sandwiches
Spaghetti • Soft Drinks
~ OLD TIME MOVIES TOO!

6264 PACI FIC AVENUE

PHONE 477-6141
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STO CKTON

... at first we all felt free and easy, good to be working, good working together and sharing ideas
for camera angles and everything. This really fine girl tried to help us make the film ... at first she
was as excited as he and I to try and express and make something. Then it got all tucked up and
complex; we shot a nude scene and her friends smothered all over her and finally she wasn't
allowed to help anymore ...we're trying to make the film anyway, but it's not the same as at first...

free flight
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Kent Marshall

Right: Christofer Wren built Saint Paul's Cathedral
in 1840 during forty years. Thirty people died in the
process but today aristocracy and commoners alike
attend its services. Next right: A yong English girl
wmces half. fearfully in Trafalger Square where
prge~n feedrng, usually enjoyable, is carried too far.
Far nght.' On Oxf~rd Street a vegetable vender,
~avrng hrs placard hrgh, advertises against meat, the
food of .protein and therefore passion ," and for
mo~e ratronal vegetables. BoHom left: London's
busrness section, London Wall, houses Lloyd's of
London, the Bank of Emgland and the stock
exchange. Next left: Typical 19th century Lo d
archrtecture.
n on

didn:t kn ow t here was any history on the Continent- I thought it
all1n En gla nd ."
abroad, if you could at anytime.
that Dr. Seaman arranged for eight
theatre tickets and trips to Stafford-onAvon. No one was forced to do
anything, we weren't being quizzed
and your grade was not dependent on
whether you saw and did what the rest

of the group did.
The 4-1-4 program promoting
independent study and travel abroad,
can mean a lot of fantastic
experiences. You get as much as you
put into it, actually. You wouldn 't
want to pass up the opportunity to go
9

People I talked to here really
enjoyed getting in depth with things.
But in the humanities you have to
really feel out the material; you can't
read it outright and know it and the
one month does not give you much
time to think. The school is new to 4-14 and after this year's experiences, it
will get better. I think that here on
UOP, the month should be used to
catch up on administrative work and
taking care of the campus.
Bart Berger

K vil'l Boynton '74

In straighteni ns
1 my head,
attempting
to
ver
from
sophomore-itis, J
Y vacation
afforded an o ppo r1
to put the
world in perspecti•
nd how do
others do this? We
o reau had a
good idea when
etrea ted to
Walden Pond... s
' not? Two
weeks I spent a
island of
Martha's Vineyarc ,
tl es southeast
of Boston. This thr
mmer resort
is all but deserted
the winter,
providing the ultima
in secl usion .
The weather was co lc:J the sa lt water
pond viewed fro m 1 e ho use, was
frozen over, and it
IS a chore to
keep the pipes fro m reezing much
less one's own body.
The setting was id , if sometimes
desperately lonely. Er t ained in the
day with the ne
of life-walking miles to
t 0re, baking
food--spend ing the
ngs in front
of the fire wit ~
lden--if a
not emerge,
straightened out he" .
at least a relaxed one
Bob Mclean

of Thinking

e"

V0 lunteer fo r Planned. Parenthood in
San Franc1sco
"It opene my mind to a different
culture. I m 1 ten and twelve year
old girls wo
come to me for the
pill. 1 told th£
Do your own thing/'
1 mean what
ca n you tell them?
The thing I \
ed to be sure of was
their own idea or
whether it
whether th
oyfri ends or parents
were push·
em into it. After
talking with
'1 I saw them bloom in
happiness."
talki ng about the
Winter Term
general he said, "The
idea is good
person has initiative.
The trou ble
a lot of people are
used to beir
•oon fed, and left on
their own , th
e helpless."

Ron Bickford '74 Psychology of
Buildings and Space
"The January session provided a
good opportunity for working for a
month in something you're really
interested in. Our class was small. and
there was a lot of iodividual attention.
We never met in the same place on
campus. We were required to do
individual projects, and people did
really far-out things. One person did a
survey of airports, and just travelled all
over checking them out. There was
relatively little pressure, which made
working much more eniovable. :'

Biologists Experience Baia's
"Primitive
Simplicity''
We couldn't take sophisticated equipment
travelling with us, so we were limited to field
equipment, dissecting microscope, kits and some
extremely specialized books. By contrast to UOP, the
University of Baja students were extremely intelligent in
their special field of oceanography especially
concerning principles of the field; but their research
methods, limited by a low budget, were extremely
crude. A shrimp project nearby was failing because $5.00
could not be scraped together for a heating lamp and
socket to heat their tanks.
Hippies are the scum of the earth in Mexico. Above
them are tourists, followed by American students, and
then American students and educators working with the
people and government of Mexico. The students at the
University of Baja were extremely ambitious about
getting Ph. D degrees. The school's director, Senior
Carlos de Alba, because of his education and
consequently high social pos1t10n, was pzrtly
responsible for the ease with which we were able to
pass government check points and acquire tourist cards,
as he signed some papers for us.
We witnessed subcultures of farmers, cattlemen,
and the isolated poor, all concerned primarily with
survival. Other subcultures of merchants catering to
tourists contrasted with the basic primitive simplicity of
rural life. Literacy is not widespread, but is improving as
every Mexican male owes two years to the army, which
teaches him at least to read, if not always to write.
I think 4-1-4 is an excellent idea because you can
get your head back together, or take a course not
following your major. A month to learn the prin ci ples of
Marine Natural History was quite sufficient but I WISH
I'd stayed longer in Baja.

On the way down to Baja California, our Marine
Natural History class stopped first at San Pedro for two
days to skin dive off Catalina; then we studied
nomenclature at Sea Wor ld and the San Diego Zoo for
~wo_ more ':lays. Then February 8-28 we spent in
ne~ nada, on the peninsu la of Baja.
The first two weeks we had lectures either by
Poolside, in someone's hotel room, or in th~ University
oIf1B
· California Schoold of Anatomy across the street.
. aJa
tides were favorable, lab was conducted on the beach
~orn ing or afternoon. We went diving twice a week,
0
se_rving what we'd been lectured on, or collecting
specimens for experime ntation as we each had to do a
project' m ·me on an ecologiCal
.
'survey of d1atoms.
.
c :he six girls an d_ nine boys on the trip were
:tahzed into a close-knit relationship by Dr. Kaill; he
w~s non-authoritarian father and friend all at once, to
0
~ we could complain, and yet who went out
Partymg with us and kidded around.
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Michael Yoon

"Modern Medias and Modes of
Philosophic Expression." It was a
philosophy course, and an outstanding
one, for me. We read three works of
philosophy: "Lysus", "On Liberty" ,
"On Pragmatism."

"I didn't get my money's worth in Winter Term1 had to learn it all myself."

''Q;ne
Cl iff Weber '72 Traveled to Mexico
for Marine Biology
"lhdependant study gets you· into
practical s~u(f. You H~d t ha! vou

-

,._a

<.. th.,, y ~ 1 ,
It
concentrate and enjoy your course
much more. Living with t he people
yoo are studying with provides the
opportunity for discussion groups at
all hours." Cliff described his course as

d

well

run. and felt

fro"' it rnuch

n10re

that

he

profitted

than if he were

in

" ··~ -··.,.,. ......

Kim La Valley '73
"I don' t think I got
as much
accompli shed in ja nuary as I might
have, even though I learned m o re in
my independant study than in all my
other classes put together. The Winter
Term is a good idea and a good
chance to pull all other classes
together. This all depends, however,
on the kind of instructors you have. If
the Winter Terms really worked out,
one would enjoy studing more than
ever before."

Willy Cone '74 lndependant Stud y in
Drama, Working with Puppets.
" I don't think that I got my
money' s worth because most of the
le.' ing was ione on m' flwn The
Jl o,
1
t many o1 ,ll•e ;r ~t _;r. ·c,
don't know what they re getting mto
when they sign up for a one month
project, and find them selves living
with something they hate for a
month." Willy felt that particular
problem could be solved by Jlroviding
better advising in what the courses
were like. He thought that in the long
run he profitted from this course,
mainly because he "got a lot of
thinking done."

Ken Fleishour
Pupperty and Drama
"The course and the idea is really
worthwhile. It's a great opportunity
for one who is planning to teach grade
schooL It provides another form of
communication between adults and
children. Gave me a chance to explore
all aspects of drama on a smaller scale,
without
problems
of
ego
involvement." Ken felt that the Winter
Term was a good idea if prople were
able to get immersed in it. He felt that
trouble arose when people taking
individual projects were required to
do research in too broad an area.

Chris Dietrich '74 I ndependant Study
in Marine Biology
" Really interesting in that my
independant study was relevant to me
as an individual." She went on to
explain that if a person who doesn't
have any personal goals in mind, this
kind of independant study would be
wasted. She feels that the Winter Term
is a good break between formalized
studies.

I had never been out of North
America before going to France
doring the Winter Term. I took this
opportunity to introduce myself to
Europe because it was cheap and
there would be fewer tourists in
January. Three weeks allowed twelve
students and two teachers time to
roam the city's districts and
neighborhoods' to talk of French
history, culture and sociology, and to
begin to grasp certain principles about
the United States.
Two groups of six students each
were taught geography and French
culture by Dr. and Mrs. Barnett. We
stayed eighteen nights in Paris
travelling during the days to Versailles:
Chartres,
the
university
at

Nanterre(depressing scene of major
1968 student riots which ripped
through the whole city), and of
course, visiting dozens of historic
monuments within the city. I was able
to scratch just under the surface of
tourism by meeting several Parisians
who were only too willing to
philosophize.
After viewing art exhibitions of all
kinds, to say nothing of a major
portion of the Louvre, and visiting all
kinds of cheap, but good hole-in-thewall restaurants, and jostling chic
Parisians in the narrow, cobblestonestreets--1
have
broadened
somewhat my conceptions of esthetic
taste. Disneyland will somehow never
be the same to me.
Marianne Lagerquist

The geography class visited the University and town of Nanterre, whi
were depressing and in some cases sterile. The town,_ olde_r than
school, had some quaint scened, however, such as thts typtcal
house.

1narrow cobble-stone street in one of the oldest sections of the
below its towering cathedral, winds towards another
I St. Peters. Upper left: The School of Letters of the
tlr""!Oi ran<was located on the right bank of the city, and housed a
&no match in quality fo r French restaurants9 where
ate occasionally. Above: This side door of the cathedral at
~not unlike the ornate front of Notre Dame. Frescoes portray
of medieval life, and life sto ries of most sa ints.

rench Super-Culture
} Fashion, Art, History, Etc, Etc, Etc.
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students, my ~ife an d myse lf
I during Wm ter Term. We
10 lsrae days in jerusa 1em, t h e
seven
Ch . .
City, sacred to
~~s~1an,
and Juda ic
re lig1o us
It is a tremendously rich
city, a fascin ating mixture
sounds and smells, in Old
alley-ways, shops . and . shri nes.
three days of onentat1o n, we
seminars with govt·rn mental,
and religious If ders. We
north to Gal ile• and The
Heights, staying two
ghts in a
on the coast.
a 45bus, accomp< ' d from
te fi nest
10 finis h by one of
in Israel, we went
th al ong
coast, visiting Ak
Hai ffa
and ending up
Tel Aviv,
its glittery, New York
le hust le
bustle, like no oth er
in Israel.
several days therE ve we nt
south to Beersheb
>r a taste
Negev Desert. V
saw the
i ruins of Ashdod i .1e m iddle
nowhere, and M asa
an old

Far Left: UOP's group at the Dead Sea.
Next Right: A tomb in Jeru salem.
Above: An o ld women shuffles alo ng
one of the many Old City streets li ke
this, in Jerusalem. Below: Caesaria is
an old Roman city rece ntly excavated·
UOP's guide, an archeologist,

ha~

worked in the digs there.

Israel
Westward-Looking Island
•
•n an Eastern Sea
20

Roman fortress on the top of a
mountain, a monument to jewish
resistance to the Romans.
I
Overwhelming impressions- a
spirit of enthusiam, a pos1t1ve
orientation to the building of a new
land, a fascinating sense of community-were very refreshing to us. We were
everywhere struck by the integration
of the army into everyday life. You see
Israel's citizens' army everywhere,
since men serve three years at age 18,
and one month every year to age 57,
in the reserve; women serve 21
months. Yet many men on active duty
carry their sub-maching guns home to
dinner. The people are cool about
danger, even a little overconfident, I
think. They lead a Spartan existence,
paying taxes and import duties too
high to allow many luxuries. All of this
adds to the communal side of the
venture.
Israeli's were continually telling us
that all they want are defensible
borders. The acquisition of the Sinai
Peninsula, the Golan Heights and the

West Bank of the jordan, resulting
from the six-day war of 1967
have
certainlv
strengthened
her
security
by
providing
natural borders on
all
sides.
All of this land is carefully considered
occupied territory, not Israeli land,
until some peace settlement is
achieved.
Unfortunately we never heard
enough of the Arab side of the
complex problems. We saw with new
clarity, however, how the intervention
of the Russians into the Middle East
has enormously complicated achieving
an Arab- Israeli peace settlement in
Israel.
Israel is clearly oriented toward
Western culture and technology,
which may be her only defensive hope
in the middle of 70 million Arabs. It
seemed to us, however, that this
Western orientation in the center of
Arab
culture
contains
serious
disadvantages in the building of
harmonious relationships.
Dr. Thomas Ambrogi

.

110""·

In the Fall of 1962 while teaching a new program in
experimental Psych at American River College, Jack
Badaracco, former D. U. at UOP, allowed his students
to conduct a rat decathelon. The event drew 100
interested "rat rooters" into a small room that would
croud thirty people.
This year, Badaracco(probably for sentimental
reasons) gave eight rats to Delta Upsilon to train for a
month, choosing six out of the eight to become
contestants in the 1970 American River College
International Rat Decathelon.
The B&M Club Bar (close to the heart and stomach
of many Pacific students), at 125 Bridge Place, agreed to
sponsor the rats, soon after the contestants arrived on
campus. Accompanying the rats was a 1969 Rat
Decathelon program with a list of world record holders,
a history of the Decathelon, and an official pamphlet of
rules and regulations. From that time on, the Laboratory
Rats (Rattus Rattus) were referred to as Rathletes, and
their student rathlete coaches, as trainers.
The trainers built all their own "practice"
equipment of regulation size in their living room. They
spent many late nights racing, conditioning, and
training the rathletes while discussing strategies.
When the big weekend finally arrived (Dec. 4-6) the
speedy, muscle-bound rathletes of the UOP team were
itching to go. Through the weeks that preceded, only

romKmney,

one rat was lost (later found in a nearby tree), on d'
and one turned o~t to be "emotiona lly unf~,'~
compete--a personafrty problem.
Thus, five of our boys with their rath letes in hare
headed for Sacramento, to represent UOP in the ~
annual ARC Rat Decathelon. Friday nrght, Dec. 4th
(jovernor Reagan lit the olympic to rch at the L~pit
and an ARC cross country runner ra n ' back to Olympte
Village on the ARC Campus to begi n r"J e competition.
The first was an intra-team co" 1petition
ARC rats to narrow their co ntec; .1 nts down to
maximum of six rathletes. Next, werF he semi-finals
all teams. From this, the fina lists .ve re
Representing UOP were Tom Ki nn e wit h Snook;
Dodds with Sasstar; and Don Eader •ith Rat-On.
ARC were : Kath y Collins with
replacement; jim
Sanderson with Rat-Tin-Tin-Two;
m Mitchell wit~
Tartihs; Franceline Fields with Ma B ker; Ridge Lazard
with Grissle; and Jan Allmon with , J de. UCD entered
Rat-Tin-Tin and trainer Ron M cD~ ief CSM entered:
Don Colomoana with Moe; Ma rgar Sholaas with Pat;
and David Walden with Stuffy. Th fi nals competition
was stiff and the rathletes shook pa and took an"each M'Jn.~~~t.:...~
rat for him or herself" attitude.
In the final maze dash, Sno
(trained by Tom
Kinney) came in second for UOP, a e r ARC's Jude. The
rope climb, high wire and long ju rr were also won by
ARC, while UC Davis won the high mp.

Don Eade r, Dave Nash, Dick Meeks, Dave Dodd s

Experimental
Psyche
Creates
a New

Breed
of Jocks

"St ents are ExpensiveCo s are Cheap"
29

Les Smith......................... .... ............ .. Ch ief (day only)

chuck Howeii ... ............. .. .. ............... .... .. .. .Lieutenant

Harry Hettm annsperger .... .... ........... ............. Sergeant

Patrolmen
Thomas Geary
Angelo Armas
J. H . Holwknd
Herbert Ower

"We get used to shouts of 'Hello, Pig' "
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Peggy Coleman

-----peggy colema n
nas never ta ke!" a jewel ry
at Pacific. All of her experience
come from workin
w ith her
Professor of Art
Sa n Jose
in Cal Expo State Fa si nce 1964
During Winter Term, f'eggy did an
study of j( .velry. She
different
with fo u
BATIK or " wax writing," is an
ancient 2000 year old art of India, and
"- the Eastern world. While in India with
Callison College, Baxter Urist le~rned
how to do Batik. Fall semester, Urist
formed a class and taught Batik here at
Pacific. Working with waxes, dyes and
cloth gave an additional medium and
code for student communication.

.j.ol

LOST WAX CASTING
LOST WAX CASTING: A model of
desired object is invested in a plaster
of paris-type material to make a mold.
When the mold is dry and hard, the
wax is burned out with a torch . Metal
is then poured into mold. When hard,
the mold is destroyed, leaving the
desired object, and a bit of clean-up
work . Two rings and a bronze egg
were made in this process.

Vl

:J

of

geometric concern was tuncuon: 2)
necklace. -pomegranite shape w1th a.
carved a·vocado seed inside; 3)
necklace: an experimenttion of
different combinations of macrame
knots, and different combinations of
red, white, and blue colors on a
sterling silver wire choker .

ELECTROFO RMED : This is the same
techn iqu e as used in bror.zing
. ootles. The articles here were done
In copper.

~asic.

!)Plastic
E .
spoon mold : 2) Peapod:
1
ng Ish peapod; 3) Pin: cardboard.
Fo ur
·
.
Pomts to consider when creating
rewelry ar . I)
.
3) tech . e.
expression; 2) function;
nlque, and; 4) materials.

FABRICATION
FABRICATION : sodering together
flat peices of metal. I) p:n :

33

FUSION
of
met al
FUSION :
Pieces
assembled by heating th~>m with a
torch. Both ot ,nese necklaces were
done by fusion. This technique is
often frustrating, as one is never
entirely certain what the finished
product will look like.

Rob Menzies

After five years of being away
from Pacitic, Ro b M nzie s came back
to this University i11 persuit of an
Elementary Teach ing Credential and a
degree in English. RJo is a writer, and
among several of his ho bbies, cooking
remains second tc wntmg. Not,
however, 'just coo kir.g' b ut t he art of
cooki ng natural and orga nic foods. It
was close to two ye.rs ago that Rob
became interested r o rganic foods.
Since then he hel w i open a natural
foods store that closed shortly
thereafter, "We just cou ldn't make it
because of the uninterest in the area
where we opened. ext tim e though ,
our mistakes wi ll h~lp us to have a
better store." But not until recently
did he totally immerse hi mself into
cooking organica lly.
. Early in Jul y 1970, Ro b became
Interested in the area of a cook book.
And now after several revisions and
many 'over cooked meals' he has put
I
' forty four
ogether one hu ndred and
natural reciepes under the title "The
~atural Order Cookbook" soon ,
opefully, to be pu blished in
paperback edition .
I asked Ro b about his views
toward natu ral an d organic food. His
reply was as foll ows·
"We have al i picked up the
newspape rs an d seen such things as
C
c~cla~ates, MSG, many pesticides and
th:mlcals _ban_ned. I ho pe this is only
.
begmnm g of many such
mvestig af 1_0 _ns by the government into
the
additives, conta minates and

preservatives that go into about 97per
cent of all food items in our stores. Of
course we are told that these are safe
in small amounts, just of course as we
were told that chemical pesticides and
cyclamates were safe. But it seems the
more efficient the producer, the more
nutritional destruction there seens to
be. Nicely though, the consumer is
finally beginning to become aware of
the problem. That vital nutrients are
methodically being destroyed through
such commercial processes as
packaging, canning, growing, refining
and bottling.
"As for the definition of 'organic'
and 'natural' food . 'Organic food' is
prepared with natural compost and
'natural' is that which grows.
"To me I feel the whole matter
boils down- or up- to this; what one
eats can either add great life--energy,
and help regenerate the body,
regulate your werght and have a very
positive effect on your mind--and
emotions--or it can drain life-energy,
add excess weight, and contribute to
illness.
"If one remembers to always read
the labels, and avoid the ' banned'
products,
life-energy
will
increase.Eating naturally can really be
fun ."
In all , Rob really wants to see
people feel good by eating natural
and organic foods. To turn on people
to the real taste of foods, so they not
only enjoy what they' re eating but can
build up their energy levels, and the
bodies vitality.
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John Barron
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liTHOGRAPHY
lithography is another category in
which I am very interested because it
is quite similar to photography. It gives
me a value of expression on graphic
drawing like what I did in " Faces of
Shadows".
I have been learning that
Photography brings the real v1s1on
while lithography brings the real
expression.
Vadja Vadim Kolombatovic, Jr.
Delta Upsilon, UOP

Vadja Vadim Kolmbatovic
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PHOTOGRAPHY

I am a student of photography
and it is a basic means of
communication for me because I am
deaf. The photography and cinema
effects give me a language of LIFE that
supercedes my deafness. It removes
my barrier and puts me at an
advantage over my contemporaries.
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25~ a Head
In the spring of 1970 the Pacific
Student Association initiated a weekly
program of select comedy features.
The program began under the name
of "The Wednesday Night Comedy
Hour" with the intention of breaking
up the weekly routine with a few good
chortles. Featured last year were such
spoofs as Charlie Chaplin--"The
Immigrant", W. C. Fields--"The Fatal
Glass of Beer" and laurel and Hardy in
"The Music Box".
Hoping to provide more variety in
fall of 1970, the "Hour" enlisted the
profundity and deep gut laughter of
Peter Sellers in"The Wrong Box" and
W.C. Fields in"Tillie and Gus", not to
mention Mabel Normand in "The
Extra Girl", a silent feature with
original score. Of this varied series
"The Raven" with Boris Karloff, Peter
lorre and Vincert Price was the
crescendo.
Due to changs in location and
weekly inconsistency the comedy
hour had difficulty in making a strong
draw. Still the non-profit attitude-advertising as 25 cents a head, straights
50 cents--combined with the greats of
the Early Era to give students a few
good highs.
John Barron

•

Straights 5

Greg Brown

Pamela Wentworth
Dickson Titus

Ray Gebbie

Bob Crawford
Scott Last

Elora Smith

Mimes of East and West
A man hobbles slowly on stage; already he gropes, within us.
He bends;
we ache.
He strokes the petal of a rose;
He straightens to watch a laughing couple pass by;
Through the caverns of his eyes, we see the decrepit landscape of
one man's life.
My, my, ...
He shuffles off.

Ardhachandra

BHARATA NATYM

like a peacock 'neath a midnight
moon,
her eyes are filled with wonder
her eyes follow hands
her hands speak surely of
disgust, anger, peace
while her spirit lives NOW
her body passes through
ancient gerture
she is one ...
om ...

Kapittha

Ben Shank
65

64
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INQUIRE 178 W. ADAMS ST.

466-0366

Gail Tribou

Gail Tribou ... Dancer
Gail began dancing when she was six, because of he r invol
nieghborhood shows headed by professional dancers. These girls pro mpte? her
she gained an interest--mostly in the area of jazz. All through high sch ool Gad did
of jazz dancing, and much of her own choreography. During this ti me , she also
alone or in a group of four throughout the bay area at various clu bs; such as the
Adelphian, Rotary, Kiwanis, and others.

Gail was head pom-pom girl at Alameda High School, Foothill Jr. College,
now, at Pa:ific. Gail would eventually like to teach dance at a hig h. school of
preferably jazz, because, she knows, from experience, that the dance mterest
age group lies here.

"I think that I really convey a true image of myself while dancing. I never
do a dance unless I really 'feel' it. "
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Poems

Elegy for janis Joplin

5

"Man, I'd rather have ten years of superhypermost than live to be seventy sitting in s
dd
.
TV. How can you wait? Right now is where you are. How can you wait?"
orne go am cha1r Watching

We are waiting, Janis,
For God or retirement
In our oiled rockers,
Watching all the goddam
Comedians and politicians
Crawl across goddam TV,
Wondering what will become
Of us in seventy years.

--from an interview

You didn't wait.
For the last 3
Of your 27 years
You held nothing back,
Living 27 lifetimes in them,
Wailing and writhing as if
Every song was your last.
It was. I disliked your jazz.
I remember your flailing hair, clenched eyes,
Cavernous mouth, Southern Comfort jug.
I never kept a straight face
As you plunged improvisationally
Up and down the scale of loss,
Your spotless plume wavering
With every belt. When you smiled,
It was like a child apologizing.
You grew prodigious
In bourbon, grass, legend;
Lavish in loneliness until
You lived only for that
One hour on stage and died after,
In the desolation of motel rooms.
At last you fixed boredom: death's
Holding company embraced you.
Frantic blues-shouter
At whom I laughed,
When you saw pale horse
You privately purchased
A tombstone for Bessie Smith,
Black queen of darkest blues.
Electric girl who briefly
Inherited and abdicated,
Let this poem
Be your stone.

Howard Lachtman

The flushed, throbbing bubble
of blood and pus
and the dormant cone
hardened to a colorless scar,
the old and the new equally obvious
Show their arrogance
In my bathroom mirror
On the sloping hill of the bridge
hooked to the steep cliff of the septum
an angry scarlet button
rises firmly rooted,
incongruous yet unifying,
lie a butte on the plains.
I, just fifteen,
create an earthquake
by the helpless shake of my head,
but to no avail.

that funny feeling
if you ~at~h yourself looking to the sky
and thrlnkrng about running across the meadow that you ima . d
ast month
grne
or making love with your clothes a mile away

it's got you
with sunshine lying on a cloud to the west
and the moon to the east
the gentle earth's grass has found you visioning
someone special
it's got you
welcome the spring without love and you belong

h
now ere.

Eruption

tina brant

Blind Boy's Birthday

Through the halls of high school
we parade our shiny wounds
from the battlefields of adolescence.
The juniors and seniors, hardened vets,
seemingly ignore the crusted scars,
concentrating on their medals
(letter jackets, pam poms).
Yet we quivering novices
must notice and excruciatingly endure
the red badges of puberty,
trying through prayer or dream
to correct or at least disregard
like our superiors.
Following the thumbnail surgery
that leaves moist chugholes behind
1cover the excavations with cement
merely a superficial damming
of inevitable growth.
The gel dries too tautly,
a pressing reminder
of the insecure peace with nature
1 have temporarily bought with science.
Embarassed, I drive to school
displaying the relief map
for all to study.

he got a pair of stereo headphones
three reels of blank recording tape
and one candle to blow out
upon entering his nineteenth year
of darkness
atheism

Marc Corren
and piano playing

Jeff Bartlett

Donna Mason

Born of desire
into a world of reason.
A product of emotion
in a logical land
which tortures him with self-doubt
until rack stretches mind
into an overly conscious being.
His head full of the sickness
of knowing
thoughts that sucked the life from him
leaving bitterness and pain.
Pain which aged into shame-filled pleasure
forcing him to flee ...
Deep into the rubble of the underground
where he blends into limbo.
Neither hero nor insect
lost in the world of intelligent men
who are nothings.
Mocking the gentlemen
who bow before brick walls
or nature's laws.
He'll never submit
even if his strength to fell them did.
"Kneel down fools!"

I feel like a solitary

drop

?f gravy on the new linen tablecloth
8

m the home of some
fastidious
suburban
housewife.

Underground Rumble
9

For in this age of machines
Seeking answers to questions
you'll blend
that would eat him alive,
and progress

he slips into solitude

with the rest.

and challenges the masses.

Your timetable rushes on

Tickled by answers

leaving I in it's wake.

he holds in the laughters which threatens to hinder his progress,

"You lost him fools."

as he chases a sprightly butterfly

He's found his way...

over the twisted paths of thought.

underground

Like an enraged bull

... to the peace of memories

with the elusive red cape before him

drug out,

he charges,

aired,

only to hit the wall.

and dealt with .

He welcomes the tranquility

Not catagorized by degrees of sin

and surrenders.

but reviewed for lack of logic.

Only to rise

Movies of a man;
when truth tickles him ....
shown inside a dusty head,

again.

Ann Ulry

narrated by a rusty tongue.
Neither seen in a crystal palace
nor a chicken coop.
In the dank underground cell
the prophet exists,
telling foreshadows of things to come.

Now

Holding the key to the door before him
yet too sane to use that key

the crowd is mad
they' re all fucking crazy

Untitled

and enter the madhouse above.

the crowd is mad

Reclining on inheritence.

the crowd is mad

Writing stories of fools

the crowd is mad

like himself,
now 1 feel better
who cop-out
and sink into oblivion .

10

Marc Corren

"LAHF IS GOOD, MINNIE"

Suzanne Answering the Door

W.B. Berger

Howard Lachtman

When West meets East
And the cold Colorado snow
Lies calm upon the ground,
The rain is falling in my heart,
And I feel it again.
"That's really nice," she said.
"It's kinda beautiful. " I kissed her again.
Soft and warm to touch,
Alive with the breath of dew,
She comes to me and I feel it again.
I look at her and she smiles
Not the smile they see,
But a smile of fog,
Settled down to wrap us up
Together
Alone.
Then I feel it again and I hold,
Hold her tighter to me.
Can I say it? Can it be true?
I am the Prince, and
I must wait.
I cannot say it now. Not even if it is true
In the lowest levels of
My soul.
Not even if it gnaws-at me,
Hungry to be out, to be told
To her, to all,
To me. I must wait.
But not for the choice.
Oh, that will come, in time,
From (in, or) out,
And I cannot, I will not hold my breath for it.
And yet, still I must wait to say
I love you.

12

A late knock's possibilities terrify her,
.
Vulnerable as a nude, remembering scare he~dlmes
(LONELINESS CLAIMS NEW VICTIM), e_xpect1~g no one,
Believing all men come to her like caut1ous th1eves.
No matter it is old widowed Mrs. Riordan,
Seeking honey for her husband, Arthritis;
Sue can conjure an antlered visitor, hooves
That churn and singe her flowered doormat.
No matter it is Paul, the law school boy,
Returning her unreadable loan, Cymbeline:
Sue can suppose what stands there is Pan,
Caliban, the bloody headsman of the Tower.
Already a telephone killer has hung up like
An axe-fall on her gentle question without
Murmuring apology. Double locks and chains
She caresses now seem frail as her hope of love.
She tries to murder curiosity, summon nerve
Not to inquire who disturbs her private rest,
Or for what motive. But the chiming clock
Almost betrays her (she tries not to breathe).
Purged by her silence, he goes, whistling defiantly.
Vigilant still, she feels a corridor draft
Run playfully up a leg. Idiot wind's perfidy,
like an enemy's calling card, marshals her old
Defiance. She shuts out her need with the light.
Kicking cans and cats down fogblind streets,
He schools himself to no pity for her sake.·
May all who keep barred the doors of their heart
Find refuge tonight with satyrs in revolving doors.

13

Edge

15
I have dog-eared all the corners of my mind
In a serious attempt to hold it together
Now I go in search of a staple that
I know that I must find
and must hate --- must.
The rest is dust and has been done before
To keep the body sacred
and make the mind a whore
Then lying, sighing, maybe even crying,
Prying into others' lives
to watch
and (yes) to envy

Donna M ason

Untit led

sitting in a small white
upstairs room
devoid of furniture
with the closet open
listening to the rain
sound itself against the house

Marc Corren

the sun is beginning to break through
and my perspective of San Francisco
is becoming a realist painting

Meat

my sweatwhirt and bluejeans
soul
marinated a full 20 hours
in semi-flavored life--sau ce
is soggy to the point of
being
waterlogged
but still cries out
from a source I've yet to
pinpoint
to be left
for just a little while longer
just a littlewhilelonger.

this poem is a trap for the moment
you are in my literary zoo now
please feed the animals.

The Point Of It All

i

We have all
Missed the point.

We have missed it
Over and over

And over
Again;

Donna Mason

We have missed it;

Wendy deMartini

The white point
Of stars.

17

Trees on Top of Mt. lincoln7 Soda Springs7 California

Night Wind

/

As the wind rises,
At night,

The night sky clears and deepens

High up on the summit
Swallowing up the feathered remains of clouds
Trees offer themselves in cold silence

leaving only the black distance of stars

To the dark,

And my sail glistening softly

Inevitable void of stillness;

White and full ; streaming lightly
Lifting their great while claws
In the wind ;

Heavy and frozen
To the stars

Invisible and blowing
.
Darkly caressing the lumrnous
e d ge of my mainsail

Branches stiffly weighted at their tips
Frosty veins protruding faintly blue in the cold

Passing silently like a hand over the water

Terminating in a strange numbness;

Quivering slightly in the cold touching;

A perilous whiteness

Brushing across the dark, far side of my face

Pierced only by sharp needles of pine

like some unwelcomed gesture in the night

Ruthlessly paralized into brittle fragments of .
ICe.

As the black water laps steadily;
. t he e mpty ribbed hull
Incessantly up agarnst

Now, suddenly I am aware of the pain
In my own frozen fingers

Of my boat
Stiff and unforgiving,

Making little hollow knocking sounds

Feeling their way implicitly
In the wind ;
Through the cold dark.

Strangely disquieting.

Wendy deMartini

Wendy deMartini

The Forerunner
For Suzanne Armstrong

Sometimes
when 1 feel
lonely or usele~s~
I remember dnvmg
across town
in the family car
to spend the night
with you.
1don't have
a car now
and I sure haven' t
got you
but at least
1can
masturbate.

Diversion

Jeff Bartlett

Chasing the sunset,
Cowboy buffalo springs rifles to the wind,
Agelessly transpiring to the sea;
Twentythousand plowherds in the sky
Stir the yellow fields far below-While the lonesome plainsman,
Nightbound for home,
Trails westward through the sand,
Over the sorrel plains and purple mountains,
And, approaching the distant, grating roar,
Once again smells the seaward waves -Until he stands, draped in gray moss
Before his vast, briney father,
And tastes the familiar seablood in his veins.

The Poet

even he
can have jello
tumble off

Warren Ryland

of his spoon

Marc Corren
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Trees
Breathe they suck
At the air;

This whiteness;

Trees at Night
The storm that precedes it
Terrifies the Encounterists.
They beg to be absolved of
Crimes abroad (" And an yhow
It was in another country
And the wench is deceased"),
Even huddle companionable,
Backs to the log fires
And loud-volumed stereo
Music of loneliness.

lowering its thick

Encounter Group at Big Sur
Breath choked

/

Green enclosing branches
Of leaves silver thin

Armies of little knives

The ownerless, leaden rain
Now commits its small thefts,
Spinning vanes, sagging beams,
Rattling and volleying each of
The inmates toward confession .
Hissing, boiling rain
Turning roads and years
To unimprovable morasses,
lives to faltering deceits.
Everyone wants to escape.

Slicing their way invisibly
Through the heavy stillness

Unmoved they touch
And pierce the impenetrable
Numbness;

We nd y deMa rti ni

Who locked us in like this?
locked in glass cases like
Rare old books, colored rosy
By flames, fingering all
Uncut leaves. How will anyone
Get home in time for secrecy?
We cultivate another climate-Take one another by surprise,
Exorcise darknesses of hearts,
Relearn miraculousness like
A rainbow by braille.
"Study to learn to celebrate
Any somebody other than that
Tedious monopolizing Myself. "
An:'used, .we wage love in league
Th1s warrmg night, and see
Wonders revive across cliffs
Where Matthew Arnold waves
His umbrella at us, with his
Dover doxy behind, gleaming
In her snug Wet mackintosh
Comp!a.ining for food and sleep,
Despamng the night he should
Tame the wind-frothed sea which
Vexed Canute and lord Sophocles.

Pale moonmist

Sucked up
In the vacuous mist;
A motionless suffocation

Only stars escape.

City Night

Howa rd Lachtman
all the thoughts of evening
come upon me
the many houses lining the hill
fog beginning to obliterate them
water boils for my coffee
cigarette placed well between
fingers 2 and 3
it feels good to be empty

Marc Corre n
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Reflections on: They shoot horses

jane
I'm not afraid to die anymore
you were beautiful
when the bullet entered

Marc Corren

Dark blob by the roadside,
God! another mangled, parched dgg.
Wait--it moves.
Rising up, all in blue,
the motion is disjointed but
now, clearly, another stranded piper
left impotent against the flow
by a cracked, raspy horn.

your cranium

I could see your happiness as you fell
the cement became a field of wheat
/

it was your dream.

Hitchhiker

The hand molded oddly,
stolidly presenting both
menace and hope,
asking but demanding.
Features sharply seamed, he stands revealed,
a potential obligation ripened.
His eyes magnetize mine,
an unyielding stare save for
the sprout of supplication held under
by the winter of experience.
The moment breaks,
the wheel and the resolve steady.
Through the mirror
humanity retracts in a blur
sitting down laboriously .
to wait with the rigid, roastmg dogs.

-

>.

When i ride away from you
the sky seems the deepest blue
the moon is laughing at sensual ~sire
as i feel myself go up in fire.
The cape of your mind
lets me trip for days
the touch of your hand
takes my eyes through haze.

Jeff Bartlett

There is something in you i want that i lack;
could it be you represent the beautiful black.

Utopia of personal is holding my hand
as i carve your face in the dark grey sand.

f

A Museum in British Columbia

Inside stand blank, mournful carcasses
of wild oncefree beasts.
Stuffed ready to puke,
More terrifying for me
than Madame Tussaud's up the street,
Their tone of solemn vigil
is set by the Great Bison
on the second floor.
His body has disintegrated into dust somewhere
but his head looks mournfully down
on giggling vacationers.
The eyes and mouth filled
by the shock and horror
of years of quick, bottomless death
which the sightless men can
fathom not at all.
I hug him, cling to extract
some of the pain for which
I, too, must bear responsibility
but the woolly martyr remains stoic.

Horror Film
/

Werewolf of Walla Walla
Distinguished doctor in
Velour smoking jacket
Smoking his pipe ov~r
Gaslit treatise on toxic .
Tibetan orchids when qUJte
Suddenly and almost without
Any warning whatsoever
Count Dracula smiling
Certain smiles at the
Unwitting estate agent
Who takes out his linen
To blow his nose in the
Drafty castle carelessly
letting his pocket cross
Dangle and almost without
Golem avenging the Ghetto
Craftily giggling Dr. Fu
lamont Cranson's shadow
King Kong's saucer eyes
In your hotel window
(" Pardon me, is this

The rabbit and the kingfisher,
faces twisted in mortal terror,
are held by the claws
of the owl and the eagle.
But the predators are frozen
in a detached look, aloof
from the prey that will keep them alive.
Disciples of the Bison, they feel
the shadowy dread that will bludgeon
their lives from them,
Rip out their full bellies and mount them
here for gawking, overfed tourists
to "ooo" at till the place crumbles.

The honeymoon suite?"). h d Odin helmet
h . G. b rg in burniS e
Got 1c ms e
, blemished peaches
Squeezing supermarket boys
And what have you

Howard Lachtman

Feeling the aura of quillotined purity
I step, shaken, into the street
and look back.
The museum has closed.
The lights glow in the glass cage
Where the goats of sure foot
and strong jaw look out,
Vaguely pleading with weak knee
and trembling lip.
I recall a surgeon
in my hometown
Who saved his fees
so he could come to Canada
to hunt for similar prizes
for his own trophy room.

Yet none of these quite so .
Horrible as when you came m I
With your macabre tales of mae
Betrayel and grievous wounded
Face, vowing vengeance upon
All men like a witch of woe
Inventing new reasons for
Malice and none for love
And then having the ne~ve
To ask what I was watchmg.
The story of your life, baby.

Jeff Bartlett

Computed Moon

Morning Fog
Wendy deMarti

I Was Almost Once a Six-Fingered Freak

The boats
In an effort to touch a
soul once·
I tried very hard to attach
a sixth finger knowing I
could never
reach it
with my meager, flexless five.
Strange--discovering I had
two hands
And realizing
that even ten extensions wouldn't reach.
Knowing eleven just wouldn't
do socially
And trying for a very social soul,
I gave up.

Motionless; lie waiting
In the grey mist of the harbor

Their white hulls
Barely visible; ghost-like;
Enveloped in a low fog;

A white silence

I

Or cold indifference·
I

Donna Mason

A numbness.

Penetrated only by

The far-off' muffled soun d s
Of hollow boat horns

To Emily Dickenson
And the hoarse cries of gulls

Marc Corren

lost or stranded in the thick,
Vaporous mist

Filling the last remaining spaces

dear Emily
if you're not doing anything tonight .
other than sitting in your worn weddmg dress

Between the empty ribbed hulls·
I

Milky and floating

..

Weightlessly

well, let's go out tonight!
.
let's get drunk and sere"."'
I'm sure you'll never wnte agam

In a vast, lifeless void
Of immolation.

staring out the window
on New England
envisioning death

28

the insertion of the penis
for the pen.

32
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Elise Shannon

The Bath

The woman screamed, mouth gaping, hanging like a soft, worn out opening above the pointy hang down

boe.<t< '"d hi<te<ectomy

«" med in to the n•ked pubi< while we <lunk pO<t, clinging to ouo bib<, poot'<ti~

our fleshy rears against the smooth plastered wall, stifling our giggles. I was the last in line, watching, relieved,
the soft, stretchy buttocks, crimped with embarrassment, cheeks moving, alternately, unwillingly, up the stairs in
front of me. We giggled through the open places, smocked women clapping and spluttering indignantly for
silence, into twos and threes in the shower rooms, soaking our bibs, pantomiming without soap while more
grotesques
stamped and gestured immodestly, glaring as they soaped their withered flanks, demonstrating the
ritual.
We pretended not to understand, and suffered under shrewd looks and smug whispers as we finally trailed,
bibs dripping, clinging to our rounded tummies and lax breasts into the communal hot springs. The bibs floated
up, out in the warm water as we cringed, knees bent together, elbows-over-chests, fumbling with the soggy,

kno!!ed '"ing< "ound ouo neck<, wi<py h,;, tenddl< cuding in the

<~e•my •i<- A mountoinou< wom•n, <o '"''

her bosoms were lost behind bent knees, grinned and nodded us on until the wet rags lay in forlorn scattered
pools on the tile. And we were curious, some openly in the warm water, others with strained faces and darting
eyes, clinging to the sides, arms folded, unsure of their reception. One rose laughing, like a sea goddess, using
her breasts proudly like a ship's prow, and stood immersed to the waist while another, white-skinned, swam
about as though liberated, red nipples jutting out from her bony chest cage. I watched, transfixed by the young
untried bodies already showing uncertain ripples and stretches, and by the defeat in the smooth faces of my
friends; by the ancient, unlovely flesh of the women who had loved, produced children and now were ghastly
with use. We taunted them with young bodies while they haunted us, nodding and grinning, with our withered
sex. It hardly seemed worth all the pawing at people if this was the end result, especially if we hadn't even begun.
I wasn't really hung up on sex, just interested, and from my school vantage point at the dining hall check-out

t got to w.rch • lot of bodie<. I could undoe« guy< in my mind; they'd done it to me befooe, u<u•lly le« <Obtly,
so I felt it was justified, no big deal, women's lib and all: not perverted like some of my friends thought, just n1ce
to look at a guy's pants and know that something was there. Guys are so dumb they don't even know if you're
passed.
checking; if they c•ught my eye< moving with them 1 ju<t poetended 1 w" looking down " <omething" they
Funny to think of all the younger oldish men and their nondescript wives that I observed from the cash
register. Hard to imagine them discovering each others secrets, doing it together darkly or maybe on a beach
he was impotent, she frigid? Were they still hot or just punching a time clock, twice weekly
functioning sluggishly for the same reason they eliminated looking at them---when!
accordmg to
Maybe a professor--when? Tuesdays and Thursday from 4:15 to 6:00 or Saturday and Sunday for ten minutes

some~here--unless
~tatistics,

between g•m"IDid •nyone eveo figuoe the ove,.ge time it toke, •veo•ge couple< to .ve"ge inteocou"'
Repul<ovC to •m•gine theio n•ked gooping, " they w•lked <ep.,.rely togetheo, he holding the dO<N
•b<entmmdedly, <he <ide <!epping in; WOO<e to im•gine heo getting up, <quot-bodied foam the body-oumpled
bed,
m•ke-up, flot-che<ted, <loppy <eot •nd thigh<, he with b•ck •nd '"" fle<hy, h•ioy m•ybe, •nd beli

n~

protrudmg
narrowflesh
shoulder,
other,
make from
that flabby
one? heavy chests, over his naked manhood. How could they cleave unto eac

ea~h

And wh.r of the young one,," I looked •mund me thot doe«ed in neot <hin·w•i<t< •nd <poe•d theio "im
legs in secret, or the couples with their hands down
others pants doing a good J·ob in my mind when
had 't d
h. ·
1
·
'
· b · ga
. n . one ?nyt mg m so ong rt seemed stale and gross and boring. 1 was really grossed-out: it was lrke ern 1

kod •g.,n, toyong to im•gine whot youo p"ent< do, coming up with, pictuoe of n•ked, h•i•y bodie< wiling •mund
bemg nO<ty whole youo motheo <ay<; "It'< oe•liy veoy nice." And heoe weoe ouo mothe,., goinning ond jibbe"ng

around us, therr whole sex trip passe when we hadn't even begun.

.

..l

Robert Manning
The small shop-like building smoked, not just ot gas from the gas bombs that had been hurled within the
building, or the bullets that may or may not have found their marks. The smoke was that of confusion and
falseness of a sorrowful situation. The smoke still flared from the building, trapped between two large slum
apartment
houses.
The smoke
rose up to the darkness, not telling of the stories of the lives that dwelled within, and carried

Hush ,·-n Darkness

souls riding to their judgments.
far in front of the building lay a lifeless white face with blood flowing from one side of it's body. His story will
be told in the streets where he lived and where his blood now lies. Two more bodies lie in front, still white with
bloody blue uniforms, white helmets, black belts, gunless holsters, cracked flashlights and thrown away
handcuffs. A black and white car that means law and order burns and sends its cry into the darkness never again
to answer another call of "injustice" for taxpayers.
"Is anybody alive? If so come out with your hands on top of your heads and we'll go easy on you boys,"
announced the loudspeaker belonging to another white face in blue, topped with a white helmet.
Silence filled the darkness as other men dressed in the same attire, but armed with "lawmaking" instruments
lay in waiting behind him directly across the street of the burning car and blistered building.
First a cough came from the building and a man stepped out holding a double-barreled shotgun. His cough
cut the sound of silence but his face did not cut that of darkness.
His black features had pain on them which were thrust upon his body by bullet holes that drained the life
fromThe
him.figure stopped at the door facing the street and raised his arm over his head, making his black hand a fist
as a sign of pride and dignity. He stumbled to the front of a shattered and jagged picture window that belonged
to the smoking structure.
"Black Power!" His voice strained to yell"l'm black and I'm ............. "
"Didn't I tell you nigger?" yelled one of the blue-suited white figures as he jumped into the street and turned
his instrument of "justice", firing several shots in rapid succession. "Didn't I tell you nigger, didn't I?"
.
The man at the loudspeaker stood in silence, not even trying to stop his fellow white, whose bullets had h1t
theirThe
mark.
black figure was forced back through the window into the smoking building by the bullet's power. His
body landed on broken glass, but he did not feel it because of the numbness in his body. He looked around the
smoking building, the inside of which was filled with large Black Panther posters of
Newton, and other

Cleaver~
I><>~~
to the bullet that had even surprised the night and the structure that now lay m ~hambl~s, that surpnsed t
other bodies now lying lifeless on the dirty floor . They had been surprised durmg their prepa~atlons for _a
breakfast that was being held for minG>rity children that very next morning. There are ~o more n:'ormngs now, hiS
mind thinks. Everything is becoming hazy and dark, slowly getting darker, slowly drawmg to a zone of dar~ness. d

Poothec offke". Hi• mind ddfted b•ck to hou" in the P'"' when the fic<t bullet h•d .uuck htm. He thought

"I repeat, come out of the buildng!" The voice of the loudspeaker was getting softer and so ter an

....... T·h·~..b~~h~-~~m door swung open and the principal ran in yelling "Come out of there, I repeat, come out of
becomi ng more and more changed .

.
t 0 f the window, only leavmg
there!"
.
h d h
The window made an easy escape path as a black student pus e
IS way ou
the evidence of marajuana to the principal.

Being of One Substance

Gregory Ghent

Greek greek it's god damned greek to me I'll say to the class would roar if I did. Again here's that old man
with the wrinkled dugs imagine that to be a man woman and old eddy puss names should be switched Rage with
what wrath you will says the blind mouth I shall and speak my mind unflinchingly, flinch flinch as in that fight hit
on the cheek felt brassy numb, Dr. Black blinking like flinches behind thick glasses watching me flinch a game
father played try not to flinch as he would never hit anyway frowning fist up then he breaking up laughing. To
hell with this shit, bed down now at last time is it 2. Books close, go, is she awake? no of course no one up, quiet

/

finally,
stretch,
ut get up now and walk like I did the other night I felt like a wet branch, damn
Maybe
I'll lights
have o to
uncomfortable bed damn ra in goes late at night I can't take much more I'd just as soon be dead, life here
clammy uncomfortable wet all over worse at night in this darkness all around the room. No walk like then
coming as I did upon those lovers in their car as I did seeing them break apart suddenly hearing me I guess their
eyes followed bored into this tight back all the way down that dark street imagine they thought I was going to
rape walk around bust the guys eyes out rape her in the car right between her tight ass then cut off their arms
legs stuff them under boards. Pulse 1 hate hearing my pulse, open a window a crack please, smelly one, there
fresh damp, cars splashing constant city drone sirens and trains blowing steam whistles moving further away
unseen, how do I keep this now darkness out this swelling into those eyes darkness blackness I see with my eyes
wide open staring into nothing panic in the dark room this like a coffin too big father rotting in, Dr. Black
unspeaki ng, the void here silence-1 ' 11 never sleep if I think on, lie still
Eyes shut now the dreams cross appear disappear in this instant I grasp them tne beginnings of dreams see
them, look she comes below her eyes face gritting teeth she hated it-open eyes-black and look stipples
.are
darkness making objects from the light I said to her when she said 'o o o I can actually see the
I .said.
"''lot of Uttlo " ippl" in fwnt of my •Y" •nd •h• "id 'o o I ' " thom too' •nd hid.- h" ''" I don t hk• •t
she sa1d Don't you thi nk it's worse with your eyes shut? I said in that motel room bed the one on the end, how?
oh Y" tho night bd"' on tho m•d•ido •h• •igh• whi•P'" 'Lot'• do it bolo" w•'" m•niod'
I h•"
my dorm 'Now' she wanted a baby No 1 said Tomorrow night ok? tongue to tongue rough b1tter tasted Yes
10
and
at the desk Room for two please, key and follow the carpet tunnel to the end trying to avoid the sun, wobbly
•k• .wood b"" knob• ompty d"w'" P'P" w"ppod gl""' w•iting
h" •nd •h• t"" thom open •nd
1pounng out the sloe gin she spilled it on the bed lying there naked can t sleep heat mtense like a
my
headache her sniffles saying she couldn't sleep either she moving the dresser so she could watch us white eyed
from the bed, combing her raven hair in the mirror, a·nd the mirror in the bathroom I watch myse.lf unwrap the
prophylactic fro m it wet drying sticky on my fingers shaking and it flushed down the mouth of the
although
though it couldn't, •nd •h• h•d b"n ,..,;ng up th• bod piling th• •h"" in • w•d on,
b•" .tnpped bod
1
saymg ' I know it wi ll be easier for the maid' we never were seen because I put,out
A the
thi don
yout disturb
want tosign
know about
I
Father
came
into
the
motel
room
drunk
Phoenix
where
we
were
a
one
ny
ng
d
d
dd
s ' d
'
,
· h d"
' 0 dear dea a Y no 1 do n't
go
that
was
awful
his
cold
ice
eyes
said
'Just
don
t
mess
Wit
lrty
women
ex
me
·h ·
'
·
b
1 ·d b fore clean clean woman, he had his
1
ss Wit d1rty women 1 picked a clean one, yes Sir, never een al
e
h" t f her nounapproving eyes on us then now and when should I masturbate tonight to relax me.'sd eep,dtl m .o
the
N 1
'
'
'
' ,
· ·
And she cne rna Y pam
1
won t come home for the funeral we cant afford 1t t1me or money.
d 1 ok no one
0
telephone,
her husband gone for good , 'he's watching now I can feel his eyes he calls, rol over an

w~ich

da~kness,

fin~

.
\

~

'"b,bo~

fo~

f~ver

th~

JOh~

ove~

° '

·

wn all this green desert below. The broad
.
d I wonder if it might overflow and dro h' d and sees me here she imagines me a
The river is still
stripes they are finally turns. h.er ebes
finally then will I see father's eyes
irl in blue an w
wned himself here in this nver oxe
d oran e fire soon it will be low
,u;dde, nagk "o'Y d::'e'll togethe<. The '"" ;.' <ed <ed <ed
:w;n
,;r;nt. She do<"n't. '".'"

Hell. Shut off that damn car horn. God damn it must be stuck. An accident at the intersection. Dead h
sprawled on the pavement. Go d d amne d d ay rammg,
mournmg
sky, no, JUSt
mrsty,
a fternoon rnust 1atb ers.
. .
.
.
.
•uff.,;ng, •uffe, thy chHd,en to come unto thee. I'd 'athe, be dead. Wet a;,, awake, cold, /;fele", '""";, .::
move, why not, sheet too tight, cold feet, no sheet on them all up, here, move, there warm, sexed up, must have
had a cream of a dream, beat off, think of her, no, not today, I don t want to see her today, I will at lunch ti .
it, 1. Die prick down, 1 must get up. Strugg Ie out o f rt,
.
d'rzzy spots-You've, got
rneto~
. force up, now, out, pu 1smg,
come
home Jamie please your sisters need you they depend upon you here now come home for the burial at
least, No.

h;pPe~~

~ee~,l ~:dl"'~ conH~I

nc~
~n
vol~

.wl~dh s~
~a
watchm~il:~
s~lll
ove~

som~p

drawe~ e~gar

Awful confrontation of the mirror. There is the suffocated self's mask this face I this that time 1 was talking
ana this is the mouth said it making up those words, 'I don't love you' I did but not now, these eyes looking out
crying later-don't remember it no falling apart like that this face broke in so well. Who are you? Not 1-don't look
Nutty then, you were nutty Dr. Black whispered, there is one hell of a nut face beware you mother fucking.
bastard, after all remember your death in the family, god, the pain I endure no wonder I am the way 1 arn, dead
fathers bleeding in hospital white, passing-don't think of it, don't feel Jamie do not for own good. Whatever arn 1
going to do? be an architect, now look yourself in the eye, whatever are we going to do with you? Curl there
over the ear don't cut it like his, here he is his genes his eyes these eyebrowes my father before me his gray eyes
his jaw, smile, full lips, deep wrinkles pnly 20 years! Imagine everybody wouldn't it make a good film his death
mask here
in the
must walk outside in the eyes of-dandruff? no, teeth white give them a smile don't
mope
around
live mirror.
man getIout.

~a;
·~
k~~~

~:!~"~p

wa;t;ogt~ f~:

Deu~

Dance down the stairs clump a clump a push out, bright day hurts eyes clouds clearing, blinding like that
man woman in the play, missed class again no one cares anyway no one knows. Is it always true, a man sets things
up with a woman without intention and fucks the relationship, loose again and punish us, unhappy now and
before, brief jump of happiness with a woman and then the heavy drowned sadness. Is the trouble my making?
god let it not be. I wish I were blind instead like that girl feeling along, if I stare long enough into the setting sun
my love will last with me my world turns black, I blink shut I am blind like her, here sounds there tires the pain of
muddy asphalt, words words words they are talking I am blind to them, eyes on me now. See the zombie pale
face against brown, washed up on the bank beside the slow water flow-open-trees light hell people walking
talking judging. She is coming this way walk on by, no crossing the street did she see, she doesn't look doesn't
ever speak raise a hand or nod. Carrying proud on like Nefertiti never titi, 1 remember you the last time, night it
was, face close up eyes with tears rolling out unflinching cold like marble and death looking like a death mask for
a funeral. She knows I know she knows she feels me watching her gentle movements off to class black ha•r
curling around her head lovely she is wretched I am she is past now here are others, like strangers all of you I the victim you wield your weapons down me everytime decieve destroy little me, I am wounded are you all
satisfied? Fools, I wish to speak with you, you prevent me you know you know hell yes our eyes slip out of focus
I don't smile I am not happy either no one knows what it's like to have your father die and be banished from
your home forever wandering to lunch on these wet toilet paper streets, no one smiles no one greets but I don't
care after all the weeks of isolation used to the trembles quirks of behaviors in rooms filled with familiar past
eyes, eyes of medieval portraits staring out at me saying 'Reality is behind these eyes and herein you are judged,
'not so. cruel as these living blinking eyes, meeting these eyes for a brief awkward moment then go fix on
somethmg other, and do you think on what you have seen here walking? Laughing yes at me behind my back,
god am I stupid I think I am going somewhere in this world yet these people are deriding me, they think I am
on fake hollow empty I •hout fmm my whole body-/ am a fool ugly lo '''and touch, e•en an ugly
thm,
ugly hands ugly face, no one wants to know me, anyway they must look right through me to the ugliness msJde.
But. Dr. Black
1
1said 'Do you have proof?' Do they think about me the way I think about them not much at any
be"d"' ""' !udge, that g;d', m ahead of me nke, nke pe,hap' nke' than Ma<y wa. pe,hap' a whme
;ou d"g"" me 'he 'P;t and 'lapped me, be""'' you '"ole' he, v;,g;n;ty that way and w;n;ng he' hu,baod• hfu,
he bitch, but
1 I loved her before I knew her, had to be a whore for us sex filthy rape and degradmg rape
Forget. should go mad, the mask torn off the rapist exposed screaming on the street here kicking in front of
all the,e my face, aod the;, eye, would pop out •weat on the;, bmw, ,;,,"' off I go to the place of peace,":
masks
worneshere.
no messes-late father forgive them they don't know what they're doing. Stuff it back in Jamie we all wea

~ut

ra~e

'Ia~><

I'~

~e ~o'~

a~d

~~~o::~yc~~~~;,:

enoug
sn't hear. Like Mary
h re I go What who? someone ca e s
h' s somehow somewhere
"":": : • Pmno;a "'tke.
one hell of a not•y day
Th;, ,;,., flow• deep
he le
the wind must. or.
constant so rare when I can
h calm it calm think clearly as
where,l
it all goes to the
teeming mindless brain
too
my
he must have
a on to the sea, my tire
with tired eyes behmd glasses, watc g One leg up on an open
forCing stares silent sittin.g
panicked before him a. good
light in the little office
Dr. Blac 'mes to keep so
even w his face his eyes sitting
that aw u d for the heavy mouth to open
read
smoke steammg up
. II I said never speakmg unless I. askE!
ra end the voice drone
carefully watching me takmg m. a low body effort forward
off the:
to move nothing
watchmg me d I wering to the full ash tray hiss I
I sitting stunned waiting for th
'fed I couldn't think
the cigar
II oout another question to.
c
fathers haunting little ,sons I was
even think,
slowly pam u yes dead father's face blm stumk and I spoke in panic 'I cant answer no feet silence he stared
happened,
with this great weight
myh neecm,barrassing silence I kept
the ceiling and
there I sun
. . a stupid song m t e
d
the line of his oor w . .
'""' oothtng but
eye. met, ,;ience, P"'
the th'ee ltn" met'"
g<a" '" dowo
at me
w;ndow wallltne and ft,;ng
S,o., gathe< the mud, wtpe
'ltght b'ee"
across slowly s m god, Crunch crunch crunch d sun half under no"_V
smgle
watch the sun rise green at
Meu y noisy violet peace, the re
t here tonight mstead an
h II be no eyes on me
dry in. this
floats eastward ..What
glided in reddish gold.
shall dawn white
from It blows my
. 'II if I watch for lt. Lao .
.
peaceful green I an
d
I'll say why not It WI
. h blindness silent motion,
av.:n, on IY the .stars will fla6h m t e
ton1ght
gold in the mornmg.

bu~

. lam to be an a"h;tect what I am he,e fm ;f they a.k thmugh the;, ma.k To be and be an a"h;tect why
m thJs school, architect father says no poems, forget verses my boy there'; nothing in them, express yoursell
there and there's money · ·t
f
.
d 'd Unrea,
1
. as soon die as li
m I 'so am
JUst
1 ree now to dec1de ' he is gone dead away and I am free to eCJh e. gh out
.
ve now, unrea -scary thought-death an unwelcome glance lord but I want out t ou ' .
ohut of. this godly trap blind alley walk down there is the closed door at the end, elusive horror and oppression
t ere 1s not an end soon e
h 0
d
.
. .
d
bl · empty.
noug · pen oor mto the dmmg room, uncrowded, smell of foo , my ta e IS

b~ ~~me

~:; •;a;~ :::~~:c~~: ;:.~;,~~~~ ~~;~;:~:~~:~~~~~~:~~;::h:~.·: ,;:~d~afa~~~ :,t~:~~~~::~ewah~h~~:',~~~~~

Ho hum singing in the shower like father like son. Brown grave grass iced cold in winter. Water too cold th
bones are chilled and meat is frozen. I am old blind wise wrinkled-and freezing! dying dying, Mary cornet~ rn e
climax come ... come home Jamie to me, your sisters ... Mary die, instead she is dead find another don't worry,
she sees me now wherever I go I suppose laughs derides, haunts me like father. Eyes of all are on me naked in
the cold shower, well look and god damn you.
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THE FIREPLACE: A Play

Vflofuo

Scene 1 setting: A large living room with door against right wall and h II
wa.l~-to-wall carpeting. At center is a large fireplace with wide h th a ;a~ .to left. The floor is covered b
cetlmg, upon which hangs an old clock whose Jar e
an c lmney of the type that exte y green
fireplace at right. At left of fireplace is a .long
.loudly. There are two large

e~r

re~ :O~~d:h~~ ~cks

Man: Who's your daddy?

armch~zs ~o ~he

. He's jack Everson, the state senator. You know-he's been in all the papers for fighting the abortion 1
jothey're
' · t hese past f ew weeks.
aw
hn. trying to pass. He' s gotten a Iot o f pu bl 1c1ty

~~:;~~~~~i;%~
f~;;e::·· There is a particularly large empty sp~ce i~s t~: t;:i~dl~ ~7~h:e:~:'anuddprovhides
~tr~~;~;
.
n er t e po

,, . Never heard of him. You say he's fighti ng abortion? What the hell for?
JVIan.
john: (a little taken aback) Dad says. the moral sanctity of human life can't be violated for peoples' convenience
·ust because someone made a m1stake. He also says people should have some kind of higher motive for sex
~~ln just lust and a li?eral abortion l~w woul? encourage the young people to be more loose with their morals.
(At this the man begms t~ laugh, qwet.ly at ftrst, then gradually lo~der and l~uder until his whole body begins to
hake. He moves to the ftrplace and s1ts on the hearth. He slaps h1s knee, h1s face reddens, he falls back against
:he chimney and roars with laughter. john is puzzled and quite irritated at the outburst.)
(swelling up) My father isn 't used to being laughed at and neither am I.

A doorbell Is heard. Silence. After a pause it rin s a . S'l
Werful
to the door. She is past middle age thou h log gam. I ence. A .woman enters from hallway at left
IS of average height, perhaps a bit a;d crosses
somewhat thin. Her short black hair is
rather guady. She has the overall appearance of a
e wears a
length skirt of bright florafre,
door and a boy, about twenty, enters. He is dressed in hg
upper r:nlddle class housewife. She o design,
and dark penny loafers. His hair is short an; ec/ slabcksd, a ltght button-down-collar shirt
outgotng and rather smug.
we com e ' apparently with hair oil. H'IS manner
s ortis

str!akedo~t~ounge~hShe
w~~~Y;
oko~ed

sleeve~

kn~e

~nd
,!;t~nshthe

Man: (with conciliatory wave of his large right hand, as his laughter subsides)
No, no, ha ha, I meant no, ha ha ha, disrespect for your ha father. It's just that I've felt for a long time that human
life is at its most sanctimonious when it's nipped in the bud, so to speak.
(The woman enters with a small wastebasket.)
Hello, my dear, I was just being instructed in the sanctity of human life by our you proselyte.
(to John) Now you tell me why anyone would want people to bring an unwanted child into a world like this one.
Who wants a baby anyway? No one does until he's given up on himself. Kids are an attempt at salvaging what is
already gone, or never was. I'd like to see more folks catch on to that. Marx had a great line for parents,

Boy: Hello, I'm John Everson.
womfancloho~s .at him, mildly surprised, but smiles.)
ere or nstrne. We're goin
b
(He puts a hand in his pocket and g o~/t... uht I g~ess you know that.
sm1 es, c uckltng.)

r:;eh

'

Woman : Please come in, John We w
'
.
(They move to chairs and she m
. t . erhe.n t ex~ectrng you now.
M k
o tOns 1m to s1t )
a e yourself comfortable. I'll see if Cathieen IS.' rea d y.

expecially
...
john: (interrupting)
But Marx was the father of communism. My dad hate people who want to destroy our
country and our American freedoms and so do I. In Russia and China, they don't have free speech or free
elections or equality or new cars or tv or .... they can't do anything over there.
(The man resumes his laughter. john tenses but the woman crosses to him, reassurimzly.)
Man: Don't be ridiculous. I'm not referring to that German dreamer but to the more significant Marx--Grouc~o.
You see. one time he was talking to a pair of Roman Catholics on that tv show--what a name--You Bet Your Lrfe.
Indeed, what have you got to lose? Anyway, to those Catholics- might've been joe and Rose Kenneday, I don't
recall -who had a big family. When Groucho had asked why they had so many kids, old joe, or whoever it was
said, "I guess I like my wife." So Marx told him " I like my crap too, but I take it out once in awhile."
.
.
(The man laughs again, his wife smiles widely and john is forced to grin also, not so much
the JOke IS
funny but because of the man's goodnatured enjoyment of it. The man rises, wiping his eyes. H1s wrfe moves to

john: (laughing politely) I don't know why sh e wou ld be. I have a date with Christie.

Woman
.
.· Oh' of course. I suppose even th b
e est of us make mistakes. We II ' no matter. A name IS
. an artificial
t hlng anyway, isn't it
John
•
. : Yes' maam' 1suppose 1t• 1s
ex1t woman.
·
(John
looks
around
the
room
H
h'lm to perch momentaril on · h e stan dsand moves up center. A dove f/ie . f
his shirt sleeve, examinin y .t t e.;'ock before flying back into the hall J0 ~ ~~ rom ~allway, over john and past
Christ, bird shit! Eight g 1 angn y.)
·
n JUmps m surprise and quickly grabs

bec.aus~

the fireplace and empties the wastebasket into it.)

(H~ feels his head gin;:~y~)oddam dollars and that bird craps on it.

Woman: Catherine is having a little trouble with her hair but she'll be down soon. Please make yourself at home,

Hair, too. Hell, have to wash it
.
again now. (To bird.) You odda
better be worth the tr
(A man enters from h~~ble.
.
g
m parakeet. (muttering to himself) That bitch had
act'lve man gone to seed way,
H' carrymg
.
. a. card ta ble. He is a Jar e m
a white shirt with the ,· IS stlver hatr IS rather long and unco~b ~nHtall and heavy, somewhat fat, like a once
much in harmony with :h~e:es roll;d ~p as if for work and red h e . ~wears :oft dark pants, somewhat baggy,
oman s disposition.)
ouse s oes. His manner is kindly and fatherly,

John.

Man: Yes, my boy, relax. No hard feelings, I hope.
John· N . . ' .
I Ik
Do you have a son? I'm sure you
· o, Sir, 1t s JUSt that I respect my dad a lot--more than anyone e se now.
want him to respect you.

·
.
h h
hildren Certainly not a son.
an: (w1th an easy grin) No, I'm afraid we've never been fert1le enoug to ave any c
·

M

Man : What's that you say? (He opens the table in the middl
John : Oh, nothing I
.
e of the room under the light.)
Man : Don't m bl was JUst mumbling.
call attention
0e71y, no
boy.
You'll have
to speak up · Who'd not1ce
. the lightn i ·t h h
speeches
. son?
you 1ve,
· we sure didn 't figure
on a
.
ng I t e t under wasn't there to
guest tonight, at least not this early. Where do
I

t~~?

John : I live on th e ot her Side
. of town si R'd
' r- 1 gemont Drive.

,.

John: But, Christine ... I don't understand .
(The man and woman glance at each other.)
W?man: Um, Christine is adopted.
EXII woman.
John : Oh, I see. I hope 1 didn't bring up anything I shouldn't have.

Man: No, no, no, it's quite all right. Excuse me ' I h ave to look at this hearth f
John: Of course.
or a second.

woman: Here, please sit between us, Joh n.
(Man and woman take seats)

(The man bends and removed a I
.
close attention. The brick stri
o~se
bnck _from the hearth. He turns
.
kes him hard m the right side. He a IIs over
andand
throws
It th
at eJohn
wh o IS
. not Paying
rushes to him.)
holds
inj~red
M
I'
spot. The

~

an :

john : (somewhat strained but n
.
Enter woman.
ot badly hurt) It' s all right. You just d "d
. what you w
I n ' t realize

w

h ' h
, w at s appened?

Now listen: 1n thrs game, one trres to avo1d ta krng any of the Clubs. Each one he takes counts one point against
him. The King of Diamonds co u nts th irteen points against him . In short, one tries to avoid as much contact as
possible with the cards here in th e form o f possessions acquired by having numberically higher than the two
com panions with whom he plays. Unin volvement is the key here. It alone makes the game endurable and less

' guess.

l

' may ewe should get on with "t b f
M
,
I e ore someth i
I d
an : You re right, Mother I'll
ng e se elays us.
Woman : Yes. And could y~u get the chairs. Can you get theca d
Exit man and woman.
empty the garbage can? It's full
s, m y dear?
(John stares after the
• I.
.
again .

~

h"
m, tee mg lgn
d
o lm to be the most, in fact the ore and confused. Rubbin his .
Enter man, dragging a garbage canonly,
outstanding feature in tte rooSm
l d ·e), he
·
t

H

Man: (strongly) Sit down, John, and quit arg u ing .
({He shuffles. car~s and begins d~aling. Aw_ed b y. his tone, john sits.)

d .
ere o rng 1

Man: Nothing m uc h . Just a lrttle
.
accident. Ca ug h t t h e brick
. a little h d '
Woman : (nodding) Well
b
ar ' I m afraid.

Man : Pardon me

Pease?

man

m awfully sorry son I th
h
'
.
oug t you knew I wanted you to catch it

oman: My goodness

john: I'm sorry, but I don't have time if we're going to make that movie in time. What's holding Christie up, Mrs.

m~ves t o the fireplace'

w hich seems

debilitating.
john: I've played this before, only we called it Hearts. And the Queen of Spades, not the King of Diamonds, was
the bad card. If you got the jack of Diamonds, you got to subract ten points from your score. If you could take all

the Hearts, you got to give your o p ponents all the 26 points against them.

Ma n: (impatiently) Yes, yes, I kno w all a bout that.
,Woman: But look, dear, at the cute innovations. The foolish , romantic Hearts thought of as important--this from

.

e moves to the fireplace and em (

P les paper, glass, cans and leftover food mto
.
.
1t.)

John : Do you dum P a II your garb
· there, sir? Don 't th
age rn
e men come for it?

those "rational animals". And the b elief in absolute power by capturing all the evil and then pushing its effect on
others. Charming! They even h ave the woman as the evil symbol-no doubt a game thought up by the virile
masculine mind.
(She sits back and claps her hands.) Bravo!
Man: And especially that jack. Amaz ing! The old Redeemer Myth crops up even here in their card games. Man's

Man : (shaking his h ead whimsically) Th
ey only add to it
John : Ho w do you get all th

the cans and bottle?.

·
e garbage out when the f lrep Iace IS
. full? I guess you b
urn most of it, but what about

most magnificent creation! W hy didn't I think of it?
John : (n ervously attempting to assert himself in the face of the man's arbitrariness) That's blasphemy! You

haven't the right to set yourself up as God , Mr. Pease. It's sacrilege!
Man: Oh, come on, kid. You wouldn 't know a god if you saw one. I'm just an old man who plays

Man·. It' s never gotten full
'
(He peers into the f
I 'so I can t really say
any more.
lrep ace.) Won 't be too m~ch

Ionger though . I imag;ne we' ll .
JUSt move o n when it won 't hold

warrant the condemnatio n for that 1dea--no, that' s a human creation if I ever saw it.
.

you .. .(volce interupts from off

Woma . C
M

stage.)

n. orne' you haven't gotten th h .
e c a1rs, yet.

an : Gosh, that's right. Will ou

y

John : (letting th

.
give me a hand , Jo h nny?

uh ... what do you e garbage matter drop reluctantly and
responding
· .
suspiCIOusly after th e last incident) Yes,
(Man motions an;t~nt me .to do?
They return
h
. ey ex1t.)
u h
. ' 1o n With two h . h
lg bar chairs, the m
.
p t e chairs on three .d
. a deck of cards. They set
51 es of the card table.
an With one. The woman follows With

~t

0

.
h
f this one!
0
What a ridiculous tho ught! Brothe rhood and love for all! In a world w1th all the flaws and . orrors
,
f
Rational animal ' my Jes us'. (puts elbow on table and rubs back
of
his
neck
with
hand)
No,
this
one
t
bone
h b
f . ? (t 0 10 hn) You said something a out a
1
my better attempts. W hy can't they realize that and make t e est o It
.
tf
it
hig her goal than sex. Dammit, boy, that was the closest to perfection I got the whole time was pu rng
(John has slumped in h is ch air, wid e-eyed in disbelief and fear.)

John : Boot how will

ga~es

wh.en he
gets the chance. And do n't call me by that name. It' s certainly not mine. I've been called many things, given
great deal of credit 1 don't really d e serve--or want, for that matter--and blamed for things, too. But I don

w~sn

together.
Something really went wrong somewhere. (puts head in
W
, hands)
d

urself again, Dad. You 've made

oman: (leaning over and pat ting him on the head) Now, don t get

own on yo
better, sure, but you've d one worse, too . Remember Roggoth? and Morvax?

.

.

.

.

.

,

f

PAUSE (having composed himself,

Man. (w1th sheep1sh grin) 1 guess you ' re rrght agarn, June. Nobody s P,er ect.
win-·ust play the game.
he looks at John, now dumb with horror) Let's start the game now. Don t expect to
l
Woman: Pick up your cards, son.
(He does. Woman t hrows one down, face up.) BLACKOUT

. Why does it always h ave to b e d o ne that way? Why not just a little gesture, a flick of the wrist, as the

Man.

Scene 2
1 k ·
11 h
S
·
1 t r The three are still at the table. The woman and man oo vmua y t e same, but a little tired d
ome ttme a e .
.h b
I
II d
. H. h . .
an
I d
ts s trt ts half-unbuttoned
rump e . Joh n sits upright in his chair and looks
. around
. . wtt. 'b/are. y hcontra e .pamc.
h
and he is barefoot. His hair is mussed and he ts persptrtng vtst y m t e strong 1tg t.

magicians say?
. k h ow peaceful he looked, Cosmo, like the lamb in that poem. Who was it that wrote

h
woman.. I'm sorry. Butt tn
it?

. Man: John, I'm sorry to see you're so far behind. The cards always seem to run that way, somehow. Howm

Man : Eberhart.

time do we have left, dear?

Woman: Only a little. I'm afraid we'll have to stop here.

Woman: Oh yes : (recites)

.

the slant hill a putnd lamb,
I saw o~ with daisies. The sleep looked deep,
~~~face nudged in the green pillow
But the guts were out for crows to eat.

Man: (with sigh) That's what I thought. (rises) John, get up, please.
John: (tremulously) Why? What do you want? I was only looking for Christie. We had a date. I might even have got

laid. I just want Christine, that's all.

Where's the lamb? whose tender plaint
Said all for the mute breezes.
Say he 's in the wind somewhere,
d ..
h ' a lamb in the a1s1es.
Say, t ere s
d goes to his wife who waits in the
(Man goes to the fireplace and looks downward for a moment. He turns an

Man: (to woman) Why do they only admit their true feeling when they get to this point? His old man always
wanted to get laid, too, I'll bet. Who made up those rules? I'm sure I didn't. That sex idea was one of my best,
June, you know it was.

middle of the room, upstage from table.)
Woman: It was, Cosmo dear. Better than the love myth. He could love this Christine on a one-to-one basis but

not the Jews or the Communists. And they are no better either. It seems like the only ones who are ever even a
little happy are those who can love on that one-to-one.

Man: No chimney. just the pit. Seems like I could've improved on it some way there.

Man: You're right. Of course you are. That's great, but how can I get it to them?

Woman. Maybe it's that they don't know there's no chtmney an

Woman: (with patient laugh) You know better than that, Cosmo. let them look themselves. You' ll only make it

Man: Be a lot easter 1 t ey

.

·
worse if you start meddling again.

.

'f h

.
d they'll disappear.
d'd
1 know · Maybe I'll put a curse on all chtmneys an

.

't with me on the couch and relax a while.

Woman : (smiling affecttonately) Come st

Man: (deflated) Right again. let's get on with it then.

.

got here by accident. It's all wrong.

Get that, will you?
CURTAIN

~hat you say is true, son. Accident. A little of that

lust your dad doesn't like. And it probably is a!l wr~ng.
But you re. supposed to be here. (to woman) They never figure out why it's their turn instead of so.m eone els~ s.
(She nods tn agreement) John, face up now. You're here like you were always going to have to be. It is what tt ts-only the end of a long wait that gets prolonged too much in some cases, not long enough in quite a few. But it's
the only denominator you have.

~ohn: (dearly terrified) I haven't been evil. I know I've sinned but so does everyone else.

I've lived a Christian life
m a God-f~aring country and I've always had faith in my redemption. Dear God! My faith must save me now.
They promtsed! They promised!
Man: (angrily) It would make no difference if you were Jesus himself. Your faith helps only while you' re still here.

And that's all it needs to do. You can live without fearing death but still have to face it anyway, sooner or later.
Anybody can be as good or evil as he wants to so long as he can get away with it and live with himself.
.
(John jumps up and tries to move. The man grabs him and they struggle briefly. However, the man's strength ts
too great for him, and he is forced over to the fireplace. The man pushes him toward the pit but John holds ~n
fiercely with strength born of terror. They continue to struggle and john lifts himself slightly. Suddenly, t
':"oman rushes over and picks up the loose brick. She strikes john in the face with it and he slumps and fa!ls ba~.
mto the abyss. There is no sound of falling and none of contact with a terminal point. The man rises and wtpes ts
brow. He looks painfully at his wife, who has moved to the fireplace and now stares downward into the pit.)

~

.

o behold at times like this.

Man: Mother, your nature ts somethmg t
lances
(She smiles. A doorbell rings. They exchange g
.)

John: No. Wait a minute. Stop. I'm not supposed to be here. It's a mistake. I'm supposed to be with Christine. I

Man:

d the pit doesn't fill.

r

I

j

I
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Sequin Island

Below the drumroll runaway
she flows scarves and rattling beads.
stops above us
powdered, quivering
pulls down a zipper, down,
a four-shows-a-day smile on her fa ce.
She weaves tissue spells
on beer storms of hot breathing
while lights of
palest rose
discreetly float toward violet.
Chord thunder roams the aisle
and with a hidden wrist movement
breasts burst over heads,
lap in vision, ripe nectarine nipples
stare us
down, below.
a brassy trombone shout, s I i d e s
from the music pit,
signaling
a well timed turn;

1

Even Lilith found
position with man;
there's none
for a woman
whose belly is gone.
A sweet grave she was
within.
All efficient
.
she's an immaculate conception.

she shoves dimpled loins in our faces.
The violet path becomes now
the deepest purple,
shadowing details
jerks us
from our seats;
2

slowly, holding every ounce in place
she draws the theater
to a cream sea of flesh;
she leads us
begging
to her spangled sequin island.

Rob Menzies

Brian Gard

easy d ays flood the world again;
complexity ceases
as she leaves her clothes.
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~ Jy ?
llred of watching others
gmb t-he bestjcl3s the
most Cl.ttentic:n) the Pretti
girls ? Come to the UOP
gyrn and let qualif/ed ,-nstructors
s~ou.~ lJOu
Q

how to become

r-eal he-mah!

Once I was so scrawn~ that I dreaded
beinq seen in Q sw,.rn su1t. Then I discovered . . OLJnomic-Tension - a secret that

deve. lo~ped me into \'The World~ Most
Perfect/'j Develop~d M?n!~ .LJ~u -too
~on have a bed y l;t<.e. th1S Wtth1n .1A UJeeks
o~ working out In th~ g~rn ..Po~onl~ 30
m1nutes a.dClj· Wh::J LUart? [o~e ro tile ,UOP
g~m o.ndsign uptoClOJ forth,sfanTastiC
pro9ram!

PREFACE

This is the yearbook's " new look." It may well be its last
look. With a magazine format it was felt that certain
liberties could be taken in an attempt to bring life to
your future memories about UOP. The liberties taken
may offend some, and some, of course, are selfdefeating as no one will remember what purpose they
served ten years from now. However, you probably
won't remember much about UOP in ten years anyway
so why not have a few chuckles now? The yearbook is
the students' book, not the administration's. The
catalogue is the school's propaganda piece with its
quaint pictures of student life. This is as good a
rationalization as any for having a little fun.
In the sports section, in particular, the emphasis has
been placed on the participational aspects of student
life. Hence, new activities, such as rugby and ice hockey,
are represented as well as the even more informal
sporting activities going on all the time around the
campus. Since kite flying and bicycling have made
comebacks, we should have done more to cover them
pictorially just because UOP students are doing them.
This is certainly in keeping with the idea that the
yearbook is the students' book; nevertheless, some of
our plans, like some of the kites I've seen, just didn't get
off the ground. As a result, most of the book is the same
old thing--the various varsity teams with occasional
crowd shots so the spectators can show their parents
and say," See, there I am ." And then your father says," ls
that a Marlboro you're holding, son?"
Ideally in a student oriented book the bulk of the
pictures would be of the informal activities, such as
intramurals, kite flying, jogging, bicycling, frisbee
throwing, swamp football. We even considered printing
a picture of last spring's nude relays, an annual event
that never has received the publicity it deserves. This
would be the ideal; it is not the actuality. At least not
of editors
you .
this year. But just remember : we were thinking
----the
(names withheld to prevent bodily harm)

Joe

l ever DieThey Just Never Graduate"

3

FOOTBALL

After Pacific's very successful 7-3 record in 1969,
1970 seemed a disappointment. Winning 5 and losing 6
with a 3-3 record in league play, the Tigers certainl y did
not achieve the success they had known the year
before. New head coach Homer Smith took o ver a
varsity team that had a small number of returning
lettermen, which handicapped his efforts. Pacific lost
head coach Doug Scovil to the San Francisco '49ers (and
was credited with helping them to their great 1970
season as the kicking-team coach) and his replacement
Ken Blue to the St. Louis Cardinals before Coach Smith
was hired between seasons. Oddly, Pacific started
quickly, winning the first three games of the season, but
limped home, losing the last three games. Quarterback
John Read was the nation's second leading collegiate
passer (just behind Sonny Sixkiller) until the ninth game
when a knee injury knocked him out of the remaining
games.

THE DEFENSIVE LINEMAN

I am a lineman for the Tigers
and I lead the attack
searching in the sun for another quarterback.
I can hear him calling signals
I can see him 'cross the line
and the defensive lineman is still on the line.
I know I need a small vacation
but I can't leave the field
a·nd if that halfback runs at me again I know I ca nnot
yield
and 1wish we'd intercept one
or I wish they'd have to punt
and the defensive lineman is still on the line.

Homecoming against Santa Clara was exciting as it
was Pacific's biggest victory of the year (47-23). Other
glamour games were against 14th ranked San Diego
State (13-14), top-ten ranked LSU (0-34), and the
University of Hawaii in Hawaii (0-14). The Yearbook vote
for crowd-pleaser of the year goes to punt returner
Mike Barr. Stay with us next year when Paul Press will
answer the question that's on everyone's mind: is Pete
Gross?

g 48-7 loss to San jose) and this
when things were going good for the Tigers, it
that everyone was getting an emotional rush
and contributing his peak performance, and of cours ,
when things were going bad, again it seemed that
everyone was caught up in the team effort. --Mike Barr

Barrticle

It was a group characterized, to anyone from
within, notably by individuality. But each indi idual,
while not having to forfeit his own unique identit as a
person, did willingly make some kind of sacrificial
contribution for the sake of the group's common goal
of winning. Coach Homer Smith, who coached at
Davidson the previous year where he was victimized b
a de-emphasized football program, had to adapt to the
long hair and love beads of Californ ia-- on his players.
Willie Viney had to forfeit his position as Ruler of South
Stockton to play football for Pacific. Curt Barker had to
take down his Chip Oliver pictures and postpone his
vegetarian diet until the season ended. Glenn Boehm
had to curb his hedonistic life style somewhat. Bob
Crawford had to learn to channel his aggression from
such behavior as biting, pinching, and stepping on to ,
to the more appropriate football tactics of tackling and
blocking. Dave Gross had to cut off his pony-tail so h
could wear a helmut. Those contributions brought
everyone a little closer together.
Cohesion was indispensable because not only was
Pacific, as a team, plagued by uncommonly new but by
being uncommonly small as well. For a team that h d
170-pound running backs and 195-pound linem n, it
was important that they should want to protect on
another and quite remarkable that they won as many as
five games.
Perhaps Pacific's particular type of success was
manifested not only in its winning efforts, but m ItS
losses as well. It must indeed, in retrosp t, b
considered an erratic team (its astonishing 9-6 win ov r
Long Beach was compensated for by ~n qu lly
astonishing 48-7 loss to San jose) and thiS ~ay b.
because when things were going good for th . Tlg r ' ~
seemed that everyone was getting an emotional ru
and contributing his peak performance, and of our '
· ·t s m d that
when things were going bad' agam 1
everyone was caught up in the team effort.
--Mik Barr

Rose Glot )ver

inning Season

1970 UOP Water Polo Team
Bob Silsbe, Bob Cooper, Harry Hirsch, Joe Dietrich, Ron
Bruce, coach Bill Rose Rick Reeder, Dave Dodge, Rick
Ingraham, Bob HILLMAN£ Bill Breeden, Bill Archibald,
Bob love, Bob Hayes, Jeff Lapierre, Gary Robinette, Pat
Penney, Rob Wooten, Randy Snider

El Futbol
The soccer team can be portrayed as the " orphan" sport
of the Athletic Department. Being the "ward" of the
department has had various consequences upon the
development of the soccer program at Pacific. Two of
the most prominent aspects of this relation ship are the
physical dimensions and limitations imposed by
minimum monetary allotments and the yearly fluctuations of coaching assignments. The members of the
team, being aware of these constraints, during the past
seasons have realized that the most effective way of
altering the program is demonstrating their qualities
and potential: as a result, this year some changes have
been initiated, but there are still many conditions that
need to be improved.
Three seasons ago the soccer team consisted of a
loosely organized group of players contributing little
time, training, or practice. The players were talented but
were restrained by the lackadaisical continuity of the
team. One year ago, with the introduction of a new
coach, the team began to realize that the future
existence of a soccer program depended upon their
performance; attitudes changed, practices improved,
and a young team began to work together, which
produced a winning season's record. This year the team
was once again "adopted " for another season by a new
coach; the relationship created, though, seemed to be a
curious match. Tom Pucci, former All-Northern
California tennis player, with no previous soccer
experience acquired the responsibility of coaching the
University of the Pacific soccer team. Coach Pucci must
be singled out as one of the most versatile and
adaptable coaches within the Athletic Department in
respect to his efforts, considering the number of
similarities between tennis and soccer. After the initial
period to get acquainted, a working structure was
developed, the inadequacies in different areas were
adjusted and the team began to ready itself for the fast
approaching season.
The starting roster included all but one player from
the previous season. This is one of the team 's strongest
characteristics. Along with a few new faces, the season
began with a blast of competition. As a consequence of
virtually nonexistent schedule planning, the Tigers met
two of the top ten nationally ranked teams in the nation
plus one other league match within their first four
games. Though the three matches mentioned were
losses, much was gained in this slow start. The University
of San Francisco learned to respect the Tigers in
Sto~kto~ after a close encounter. The University of
~allforma squeaked past Pacific in their first away match
m Berkeley, and in San Jose a third defeat was received
but the Tigers still impressed their opponents with their

improved team. As this point with onl y one game in the
win column, frustration best described th e team's frame
of mind. Practices continued to be more stre nuous than
in previous years; the team knew the remJi nde r of the
season must supplement the win col u f'T' '1. With the
exception of one game, this goal was acco. p lished. The
Tigers lost a one goal contest to a reven ~fu l team in
Chico. The season ended with a record
seven wins
and four losses, third in league play, ra nke• ixth on the
West Coast, and narrowly missing an in v1 ion to the
NCAA Regional Championships. The soccer earn finally
had some~hing to show for its ( arts. The
accomplishments are primarily attribu ta ~ to the
dedication of the coach and team.
Progress can be measured in other te 1s besides
that of winning and ranking. Inter-player rei o ns, the
players functioning as a team and overall t( 'l attitude
represent a few other dimensions
whic h
improvement can be measured. Unlike any
her sport
in the athletic program, Pacific's soccer team ·nembers
are not entirely or dominantly College o f 1 e Pacific
students. Approximately half of the team 's m e 'lbers are
enrolled in Elbert Covell College with th e
mainder
mostly COP students with other collt.. s also
represented . The soccer field had become o "' of the
few places within the university where co l 5es and
cultures interact. This combination is m o r• loosely
known as the " Gringo-latino" confronta tion,
e l atin
portion characteristically the masters of the sc -er ball
and the Gringos challenging their dominance w 1 no
respect, just competition. This conflict has sh o , itself
on different areas of the field, not exclu ding '.e side
lines. The past three years have witnessed a n aturing
attitude towards intrateam relations, with the rr ·mbers
concerning themselves with the team in its en ti re r', not
its factions. This is not a completed process b ut m area
of relations that must be continually tu n ed and
improved.
Orphans always grow up and this may be t he
beginning of the soccer team 's transformation fro m a
young, unsophisticated organization to a matu re gro up
of players. The means for this metamorphosis of
character is almost totally in the hands of the team, and
partially dependent upon an increase in university
support in the form of a permanent coaching p ositio n.
Performance will be dependent on the amount of w ill,
unity, and dedication that each teammember h as to
contribute. There is an optimistic future next year wi th
an enlarged schedule, an increased budget and t he
possibility of a permanent coach,but the contrib utions
of the players to the program must always be the most
prominent factor in achieving a successful season.
---Mike Costello
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OPPONENT
0 Fresno State
5 University of San Francisco
3 UC Berkeley
6 San jose State
1 St. Mary's
0 San Francisco State
1 Cal State Hayward
1 Chico State
1 Fresno Pacific
1 Stanford
1 University of Santa Clara

UOP
6
2
2
0
4

3
5
0
5
4
2

Assists

Soccer Stats:

Goals

Gus Wilson

11

15

Nano

8

6

Negus

8

5

1

Van Hemerick

23

Costello

1

1

ouk

2

2

Luna

0

1

McRostie

2

1

SOCCERiEAM
Row: (L-R) Coach Tom Pucci , Doug Kirk, Dan
leslie McRostie, Tred Eyerly, Fernando Duk, juan
Mike Costello , juan Luna, Felipe Sanchez,
, Divin' Don Awrey.
Row : Eduardo Araya, Norman Gottlieb, juan
Jay Neg us, Robert Ishihara, Roy Jasso,
Gomez, juan " jorge" Valdez, Bob Peterson,
Wilson , Fausto Rhor(Assistant Coach)
: Colin " Lost in Space" Perry, Ricardo Fixott,
Austin, juan Kawas, Rich Claspil, Nikolas (.Piolinl.
Francisco Pizarro, Donald Duk, Ted Glaston.
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Ice Hockey Team
First Row
left to right
jim " Boom Boom" McCartney
]on Goodale
Tom Sherwood
Phil Wolfstein
John McSween
Jess Marks
Greg Davidson
Second Row
Gordon Breakey
Ed Eisenman
Third Row
Sam Shepard
Jim Dean
Peter Shepard
Phil Moore
Scott Last
Rob Beattie
Greg Farr
Mike Costello
Bob Crawford
Donn Sperry
"Denver"

In January, 1970 a hardy group of
For lack of adequate facilities the
ten people ventured from Stockton to
Skunks operated for a week out of
Squaw Valley for the sole purpose of
Squaw Valley , then
moved
to
renting the ice arena (for an hour and
Sacramento. These facilities proving to
a half) there and trying their hand at
be limited, the remaining games of
ice hockey. Deciding that they actually
1970 were played at Legg's in San
liked the sport (even after playing it),
Francisco. Finally, the Skunks moved
the hardy group dubbed themselves
into their new home quarters at Oak
the San Joaquin Valley Skunks. They
Park here in Stockton. The move from
spent the rest of spring semester 1970
San Francisco to Stockton was not
playing weekly games. As of this
without its drawbacks as the Skunks
writing, the Skunks( made up primarily
were forced to leave their coach and
of UOP students) have not progressed
spiritual advisor, Terry Graunch ,
past the intramural stage--in essence,
behind. The decision not to come to
everyone who comes to play is a
Stockton was made by Coach Graunch
Skunk and the opposing teams for the
himself. He felt he could not dissolve
night are chosen by lot.
the close ties he has made on Market
The Skunks was organized for
Street.
several reasons: 1) to allow those
In the brief year the Skunks have
people who were already practitioners
been in existence, both the number of
of the sport an opportunity to play, 2)
players and the quality of play have
to let avid fans play even though they
increased. From the initial ten players
might not skate too well (or at all), and
who travelled to Squaw Valley only
J) to acquaint future Canadians With
three remain on the active roster, but
Canada's national pastime.
they are part of the 18 to 20 who
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rly show up now. The Skunks
regu la
d .
h .
have constantly progresse m t e1r
efforts 10 capture the hearts of more
d more fans. Fan support has
~n
eased too fro m the lonely blizzard
1ncr
that cheered us o n in Squaw Valley to
the two d runks that got lost and
wandered into Leg?'s during the first
game in San Fra nc1sco to the weekly
throng of about twelve that now
gathers ou t ir Oa k Park.
The m 1ney to pay for this
escapade ha co me entirely out of the
pockets of . e players. It was hoped
that a subsi y would come out of the
athletic de r rtment or a helpful
discount o the rent of the rink but

nee upon
·d · h
'
a ml nlg t dreary, while I skated weak and
Madison's Garden where I
.
e score
was trymg to remember
le I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a
ol f some one gently rapping,

rapping near my very

'T is Esposito," I muttered "
.
' rappmg near my very goal-

only this and nothing more."

none of this came. Since then the
Pacific Students Association has
chipped in a modest amount to pay
for some essential equipment, but this
is still one sport which is funded by
the participants not by the spectators.
Ice hockey, at least as it is played at
Pacific, is a sport for those who like
sports but don't feel like competing in
varsity competition. There are no
hockey scholarships and you must pay
as you play. The Skunks capture the
essence of amateur sports.
Nevertheless, the quality of play
has improved so much that the Skunks
are now seriously considering (for the
first time) playing another team. One

offer was made to the Skunks from a
Alabama team, but travel costs
prohibitive. But now there is ta
around Oak Park that the Skunl
might be talked out of their intrmur
nature and play one of the other loc
teams. As of the moment negotiatio1
are only at the rumor stage,
Pacific's Skunks have high hopes
the future. Should any money
appear for equipment the San
Valley Skunks might really
something. Who Knows! The
of the bigtime might even be
to coax Terry Graunch out
retirement and reunite him with
ever- faithful Skunks.
---Ed Eisenman, Jim

WCAC CHAMPIONS

Captain Bob Tho mason
M
VP John Gianelli

former Lodi Flame Robbie Sperring

As this magazine went to press, the University of
the Pacific Tigers had just completed their regular
season play. Winning their last eleven games, they
finished with a record of 21 wins and 5 losses-- UOP's
best record since the 1967 squad posted a 24-4 slate.
Even more important, of course, is that the Tigers
established themselves as the WCAC champion s, thus
qualifying for the Western Regional Playoffs of the
NCAA Tournament to be held in Salt Lake City from
March 18 to 20.

Center John Gianelli, a 6'10" jun io r o m Stockton,
was unanimously named the Most Val .tble Player in
the WCAC and was also selected Northe rn California
Player of the Year. High scoring gu ard Bob Thomason
joined " Big G" on the first team of th e WCAC all-star
squad, and Sophomore Jim McCargo wa. se lected as a
forward on the second team. The two :)t her starters,
Robbie Sperring and Bernard Dula ney, received
honorable mention in the all-star ballotin g.
The Tigers also possessed a solid be'lch, and the
contributions of Pete Jensen, Pat Doug lass Jo hn Joshua,
and Paul Sheidegger in substitute rol e
can not be
overlooked. Coach Dick Edwards claims th this depthadditional strength behind the starting five made this a
championship team.
. ,
.
The Tigers were also the nat1o., s leadmg
rebounding team. Led by Gianelli and McCargo, . t~e
Tigers averaged over 59 rebounds per gam e Gia nell1,.10
fact, was the 4th leading rebounder in th e na tio n w1th
an average of slightly over 18 per contest. Senior Bob
Thomason the team 's floor leader, also gain ed some
national r~cognition. His 86.6 per cent foul shooting
average was good enough to rank him fift h in the
country. Bob shot an outstanding 91.3 per cent fro m the
charity stripe in conference play, and he also set the
WCAC record for consecutive free throws w ith 144.
.
The NCAA Tournament must seem li ke an anticlimax. I'm almost forced to write that so I ca n excuse
the Yearbook for its inability to cover th e reg ionals.
Nevertheless, for the team and their· fans the prospe~ts
are exciting. Earlier in the Pacific lost to UCLA 100-88 m
Los Angeles. Since UOP was a 35-point un derdog, the
excitement of a possible rematch is very real. But
regardless of the Tigers' performan ce in the
Tournament, their championship record . and. playe~
stand by themselves as indicators of the1r abd ty an
quality.

Opponent
Hayward State
Fresno State
UCLA
Wyoming
Portland
Seattle
West. Michigan
San Jose State
Texas Tech
Seattle
Santa
*Santa Clara
*San Francisco
*Nevada-Las Vegas
*Nevada-Reno
*Santa Clara
San Jose State
*St. Mary's
*Pepperdine
*Loyola (LA)
*San Francisco
*Nevada-Las Vegas
*Nevada-Reno
*Pepperdine
*Loyola (LA)
St. Mary's

Score
w 98-53
w 58-56
L 88-100
w 84-69
W72-60
w 75-77
w 87-47
w 74-68
L 80-84 (OT)
w 80-70
W72-60
L 64-72
w 95-77
w 95-61
L 78-80 (OT)
w 103-87
w 103-81
w 80-55
w 85-66
w 110-83
w 81-63
w 98-77
w 95-77
w 68-63
w 88-75
w 116-71
Home Record: 12-0
Away: 9-5
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Site
H
A
A
H
A
A
H
A
A
A
H
A
H
A
A
H
A
H
H
H
H
A
H
A
A
H

Is It True

by jim McCartney
Although the women's swimming team did not
achieve first place in any of the meets entered, they
showed a great deal of the spirit and competitiveness
needed to build a strong team for next year.
(Ed-- please think of something else to say here.)

Ba~k Row (l-R): Coach Doris Meyer, lzzy Brickley, Sue
Sm1th, Betsy Blaisdell, Chris Dietrick.
Front Row: Becky Westing, Sherri Soulsby, Anne
Edelman, Anne Giannecchini; missing--Nancy Corr.
42

Th t All Swimmers Shave Down?

Swimming

Pacific
swimmers
had
an
outstanding season, finishing 11-1 and
setting eight new records in dual meet
competition. The record breaking was
due largely to the efforts of freshman
Rick Reeder, who owns two individual
marks and is a member of two recordsetting relays. He holds the Pacific
records for the 50 and 100 yard
freestyle, and he combined with Bob
love, Joe Dietrich, and Bob Hayes for
the 800 freestyle relay record. This
team also set a new mark for the
PCAA at the championships in long
Beach, coming in with a 400 freestyle
relay time of 3:10:2. Other records
include the 400 medley relay, the 500
freestyle by Dietrich, and the 100
breaststroke bY. Bob Silsbe, and the 100
backstroke by Bill Archbald.
Pacific's only loss this year was to
PCAA champion long Beach State.
emotional peak of the season was
reached with the victory over UC
Berkeley, the first time UOP had won
since the two schools began
competing in 1948.
While this year was outstanding,
next year should be even better. The
team will not be hurt badly by
graduation, and will be composed of a
solid core of sophmores and juniors.
The team will also have the advantage
of an Olympic sized pool to be built
on the UOP campus.
by Jim McCartney

SWIMMI G
ld Bob
. k Reeder, Joe Dietrich, 8rll Ar hrbo '
Top: (l-R) RIC
•
r ed n
Silsbe, larry Harms, 8rll:ll Rose' H~rry Hrn h, To m
Second Row : Coach . r I o~ky, Bob H~ '
Luckey, sob Cooper, I~ 8~ 8H ybo<n , R~ndy nr ' ·
First Row: Ed Edmon s, rn
Bob Love.

Tennis

-.-.1is year rugby has made a reappearance on the Pacific
~-.•mpus with the start of the University Club of
::,;ockton. Much of the initial organization of the club is
.:Jue to Ruben Lopez, a former Rugger of Pacific in years
.Jasr, and the work of Ted Leland, now one of the
R.uggers that is helping develop the team's techniques
The members of the team seem to come from forme~
T1ger football teams.
Starting out, the team was self-supported by each
m:.mber by paying dues to help pay for the cost of an
oftiCial. Another expenditure was to get a rugby ball so
th e playe~s could get the feel of its watermelon shape.
The practices that were held were semi-organized and
It turned out that most of the time the members w~rked
at smoothly passing the ball down a line. This was hard
~o get used to because the ball could only be passed
ackwards, and the only person that could b . f
was the person with the ball.
e rn ront

MAJOR INFRINGEMENTS
These result in a penalty kick being awarded to the nonoffending team. It may be a drop kick, punt, or just a
touch with the foot to bring the ball into play. All
opposing players must retire at least 10 yards while the
kick is taken.
1. Charging and Obstruction : it is illegal to charge,
obstruct, tackle, or hold or push a player not in
possession of the ball. A late tackle, after the player has
passed the ball, is also illegal. If two opponents ar
running for the ball, they may only make should r-to-

In 7-A-'
This is
behin d
Play is
success

de Rug by, points are scored by
o ne by touching the ball down
he opponent's goal line and is
arted at th e beginning of each
ul try by a kick-off as in football.

obtaining a try.
on the ground
worth 3 points.
half and after a

THE Rl LES
MIN
INF RINGEMENTS
These result in a serum, formed by the forwards of
eithe r earn. The ball is thrown between them by the
halfback of the non-offending team. The object is for
the forwards to heel the ball back to their own backs.
1. Knock-o n : a knock-on occurs whenever the ball is
knocked toward the opponent's goal by the hands or

shoulder contact.
2. Foul Play and Misconduct: hacking, tripping, or
striking an opponent, wilfully collapsing the serum, and
arguing with the referee are major infringements and if
continued, the offending player will be orde r d from
the field.( If this happens, he cannot be replaced .)
3. Offside: a player is offside if he is in front of th ball
(i.e ., between the ball and his opponent's goal) and it i
illegal for him to take part in the game until h i
onside. If a player is offside and the ball is kick d past
him to the opposing team, he becomes onside wh n an
opponent has carried the ball five yards, has kick d i~,
dropped it, or when one of his own teammat , who 1
onside, has run past him.
4. Lying on the ball : when tackled , a player on th
ground may not pass, kick, or otherwise touch the ball.
6. Handing the ball in the serum : once tw.o players are
standrng over the ball and in contact .w1.th one anoth ~~
a serum has formed . While the ball IS m the serum, 1t
cannot be touched with the hands.
Out of Bounds: the sideline marks the edge of the
.
field and the ball is out of bounds when it cross s thiS
line. In 7-A-Side Rugby, the ball is put in P.lay agarn b
having a serum ten yards in from and opposite the pornt
on the side line where the ball went out of bounds. H
beyond the 25-yard line, when kicked out of
full flight, the serum will be formed at the point w ere It

forearms.
2. Fo rward Pass: whenever the ball is thrown forward
toward the opponent's goal.
NOTE : It should be remembered that the
"advantage rule" applies to knock-ons and the torward
pass, i. e., if the non-offending team gains an advantage
from the infringement, the referee will allow play to

bou~d ~~

~oes out of bounds.

conti nue.
3. Accidental offside: when a player who is in front of
the ba ll is struck by it when it is kicked by a teammate.

Rugby
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Baseball

WALTE

Gene

TRACK

Track and Cross Country

1970 was a rebuilding year for the
UOP Tigers. Lacking dual meet
strength, the Tigers had a very
unimpressi ve record of 1-6. However,
the Tige r ma naged a little better in
the large r meets, capturing second
place ho.1ors in the WCAC league
meet. Pa : of Pacific's lack of strength
was du €' ro the numerous injuries, and
illnessc'
that
various
Tigers
experie nced throughout the season.
Anot hr·r factor was the ineligibility of
the tPa m's top runner, Mathyas
MichoPI, due to his transfer from Cal
Poly an Luis Obispo to Pacific.

Competing for Pacific were
Math yas Michael, a former Olympian
from Ethiopia, senior Mark Gardner,
junior Ralph Houghton, sophomores
AI Gogna and Kirk Manness, and
freshman Les Anderson. George
Thompson, a sophomore, and Frank
DeRuyter also competed though
sid elined for part of the season.
Pacific also competed this year
under a new coach. Steve Hair, a
graduate assistant, joined the Tigers
from a highly successful career as a
distance runner at University of
Arizona. His youth and enthusiasm

played a great part in mak ing crosscountry an enjoyable expe rience for
all those involved.
Next year sees a much be tte r team
emerging, as all but DeRuyte r and
Gardner will return, making next
year's success in cross-cou ntry a high
probability.
---Mark Gardn e r

by Jim McCartn
This was a re-bu ilding year for th
Team, since there were only ten m mbers I t from
year's team and new coach Dick Purcell was not hrr
until mid-summer.
Some of Pacific's top talent will be r d- hirtrn thr
year and running for the Stockton Track Club, -h h
Purcell also coaches. Since the two squ d
or out
together and will participate in the s m m t~ . th
r
virtually the same team. If the Stockton Trac Club 1
successful it can be regarded as a good ign for th
future of UOP Track.
Those participating forth Club who will b on th
UOP team next year are Gary L wi , hi h and
intermediate hurdles, Jerry Stewa rt, Frank D Ru t r,
miler, Dan Estin, quarter mile and 220, Alb r Holm n,
and Mathyas Michael of Ethiopia, a half mrl r and mrl r
whom Purcell regards as one of the top t ninth wor!d .
Purcell himself is a highly successful coach, h rng
Jed the Cal Poly San Luis Obispo t am to thr n tron I
small college championships in four y ars.
The goal of Purcell is to butld a
championship team at Pacific within thr y
school builds a track and provides nough mon ~ to I
recruit top athletes, Purcell could easily r aliz hr g •

Mussy Fuss

in front: Phil Perkins, Greg Farr
second row: Bert Haverly,
Kent Marshall, Scott last,
Innocent Bystander

HOW MANY FACTORS AND TRAITS OF A WI
DO YOU POSSESS?
Many different elements go into t he making
champion athlete.

DEDICATION
This is the willingness to work toward the completion of
goals. It has one trait : determination : (1) working long
hours 1 (2) putting in time above a~d beyond ~h
minimum required to complete the JOb/ (3) work•~g
tirelessly/ (4) completing goals regar~l~ss of the cost m
terms of time and effort/ (5) never qu1tt1ng.

We have all known athletes who possessed great
and physical ability, and yet w ere never outstan
performers. In fact, some were un able to make the
because of their inconsistent play or generally
attitude. In some circles these persons are blu
referred to as "losers."

CONFIDENCE
The belief in one's ability and the willing~ess to take th~
'b'l'ty for one's actions is the th•rd factor. It IS
res pons• 11
fd
also acting in a mature and responsibl.e way. Con ' en~e
.
d of three traits . self-confidence/ leadership/
IS compose
·
and emotional maturity.

/

However, we have all known at hl etes w ho have
minimal amount of talent and/ o r physica l ability ....._:.:.,.._'"'"
yet, for some reason, were excep 1onal
~~~~"!."'(~~::..;~~~~-~~
These individuals seemed to have di,ti nct mnti··~,.;;,.,
qualities--the qualities of a winner.

A Self-confidence: (1) acknowledgeme~t .of on ~s
t;lents/ (2) believing in one's ability/ (3) be.hevmg ~at~~
uts forth his maximum effort he will b a
.
one p .
t (4) having faith in one's athl uc
beat h1s opponen 1
committment/ (5) lacking fear of any oppon nt.

In speaking of a winner we impl y that
certain
psycholo._gical
trait s,
characteristics, which help him
his athletic potential.

d h' . (1) willingness to take responsibility for
. .
with and motivating f llow
B. Lea ers •P·
teaching, com.m.umcat•on ut one/s ability on th lin
bout th
athletes; (2) wdhngness to p .
) showiOg concern a
in facing ot hers; (3
d willingn ss to
f one's teammates / an
performa~ces o
t s to improve the overall t am.
interact With teamma e

There are nine traits which are ind icd ive
These nine traits make up four facto rs.
Let us consider the factors (des1re,
confidence, and loyalty) and their traits
DESIRE
This factor can be defined as the enjoyment
competition and the ability to be assertive. There
two traits: drive and aggression.

. . (1) controlling one's emotions
C. Emotional matunty .
.
ne's anxiety or gam
.
ts (2) converting o
.
( )
d .
ot destructive, acuon/ 3
dunng contes I
· 1
.
. t a pro uct1ve, n
tensiOn 10 o
h' k'
clearly during cruCia
being calm and \ 10 . lOg emotions interfere with
situations/ (4) not ett•~~ g on the basis of facts, not
performances/ (5) respon 10

A. Drive: (1) enjoyment of facin g a cha llenge,
desiring to be a winner, (3) looki ng fo rwa rd to
competition , (4) setting high goals, (5) aspi ring to be
very best.

feelings.

B. Aggression: (1) enjoyment of takin g
physically, (2) willingness to assert on eself/
expanding one's physical domain, (4) ma king ~t~h~~~i~PJ~~S~~c:_~_..~:_:~.:.il.:.:=;,.;..~~...,...
happen rather than waiting for them to occur/ (5)
the battle to the opponent.

Are You A Winner?
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, a seri es of goals, sma ll at first, then larger ones.
whe re you a re going and specifically how to get
re. Make an active effort to dosomething about the
1-or areas of performance while maintaining top
>rformances in yo ur good areas.
le the e xa mple of a basketball player trying to
prove hi s shooting percentage. Th ~> serves to
1
ustrate ., I fo ur factors. He must begin by determining
his p r ·sent level of shooting, (2) what he would
o be acceptable, and (3) what he would
') be outstanding.
is im ortant to keep a regular record of your
a ces and to select specific methods and
!Chniq .s you w ill use to bring about improvement.
etermir e those methods that are productive:
[l minatl th ose that are less effective after having given
m hod an equal amount of testing time. As you
in one area, shift your attention to other
esses, always worki ng on your most troublesome
rea. Yl u must continual ly readjust your goals for

/

LOYALTY
The willingness to make a comm it m
team, and oneself is loyalty. It co ns
coachability, conscience develo p rr
toughness.

untin u( d improvement.

A. Coachabili~y: (1) respecting au th o y, (2) willi
to try to ones fullest capacity reco r- 1endations
b~ the coach, (3) discussing with tr
co ach
mlsun~erstanding and disagreemen ts
o rder to cia
any miscommunication rather tha n
authority or talk behind his back.
B. Conscience development: (1 ) com rr
schedule to improve one's tal ent, (2) ar ryi ng th
on one's responsibility to the coach ' ·a m and fe
athl.etes, (3) p~tting the team before ~c. o n; l needs
desires, (4) bemg self-motivated rath e r t a n bei ng
pushed by the coach or team mat
(5) fulfil
personal obligations and duties.
'

bac~

In perfecting a skill, improvement gradually becom s
less pronounced, and it is easy to get discouraged . It is
at this point that the degree of commitment becom s
more obvious. The final test of improvement is wh n
the change is no longer an effort but has becom a
permanent part of your personal performance. This i
true of the motivational traits as well as the performanc
itself.

TION
yc u r goals have been determined, it is important
have a sched ule detai ling the amount of time to be
rut fo rth in tryi ng to reach the goals. Obviously, the
nore ime allotted, the quicker the goal will be
i. You may even set a time limit in which you
t0 reach the goa l. Stick to the schedule! Wi~h~.ut
-discipline as reflected in hard work, the poss1b1hty
of reachi ng the top is minimized.

IDENC£
In wo rking toward any goal it is important to combine a
troubled area with one in which you have already

~"'"0'"""ned

C. Mental toughness: (1) bouncing
afte r
confidence. (In the example given, the athlete
( ) working all the harder after bein g roughe d up
should start with an area in the court where he feels he
2
( ) never withdrawing after losing, can shoot fairly well. Then he works toward those shots
3
handhng rough coaching by pou rin g fo rth an
where he has trouble shooting.)
effort, (5) working harder to o ve rco me
Plun gin g into a problem area may t em porarily shake
.
of weakness after a defeat.
your confidence. By combining the problem area
0
one in which you already feel some deg~ee
An
. g mot1vat1onal
. .
. encouraging po·m t ·m cons1.d erm
confi dence, the task will be easier. It is also at thiS stage
IS that anyone is able to develop the m th rough
that you must realistically assess your strong and weak
· . Let us consider e ach of the
fwork and d e d'lcat1on
points.
actors and what you can do to develo p the m.

oppo~ent,

LOYALTY
In developing a schedule, work closeiy with your coach
in determining techniques and methods for
improvement. Assess the progress after a period of time.
Any setbacks or failures are used as a learning
experience, and the techniques and methods are
continually reassessed.

A final consideration in assessing traits is the d gr to
which you enjoy sports. If you are participating for
reasons other than the love of athletics, such as par ntal
demands, popularity, pleasing a girlfriend, etc., it is
difficult to put forth the greatest effor.t. Rath. r than
being a joy, athletics becomes a duty filled w1th hard
work and pain .
If you enjoy athletics, participation is a reward in .its If.
What is more, if you work up to your max1mum
potential , there is an internal reward--the reward of
doing the best possible job.

~f a~

Athletics represents a small but often vital asp ct
individual's life. The athlete's attitude as
m h•s
degree of commitment and
w•ll often reflect

dedi~ation

~eflected

how he handles other aspects of hfe.

w•t~

A WINNER, THEREFORE, MAY BE DEFI ED A':J A
PERSON WHO DOES THE VERY BEST HE CA
REGARDLESS OF HIS AREA OF E DEAVOR
.
hM k
---Coac
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Our Lesser Known Jocks
eryone is an athlete for everyone, excluding
~ the r •ost physically passive and contemplative,
es in sc ·n e sport, and the word " athlete" doesn't
;aril y i ply a degree of excellence as does " artist"
tellect t I" . So no matter what sport you may be
.nd w~ t level of com petence you may be at,
:er yo , e lf an athlete.
l jocks h ave you ever wondered why you do it?
~ Wor lr of Sports" talks about " the thrill of victory
ne age 1y of defeat", but what about the sheer
~c ecs asy of doing it? Not everyone wins the
and r ')t every indiv idual challenge is a success,
1is se 1s to stop ve ry few from participation. In
I w Jld even guess that the element of
etitio r (against opponents and against oneself)
1ces
he pleasures of participation. And
ipatio r must indeed be a pleasure because
one d es it.
pa ticular form of pleasure that each athlete
t'1 e climactic rush of love for his teammates
f ·.)t ball player feels during the peaks of the
or
e feelings of superiority within his peer
that the best frisbee player around gets-- can be
.J p and unified as " emotional release" .
is o ne of the most purely emotional of human
It gives a person the opportunity to rest his
wh • e he receives the stimulation of activity
h s body, while the only mental processes that
be activated are the spontaneous emotional

Mike Swayne: former high school athlete, he now
comp~t~s in intramural basketball, but his primary
athletiC mterests are in skateboarding and surfing where
(( t here ' s not t hat one-on-one thing ... perhaps you're
competing aginst the laws of nature." When Mike
conquers this abstract foe with a successful "360", h
finds it like " leaving your stomach ... it's a rush."
lzzy Brinkley: superstar in her own right, she has been
involved in competitive skiing and swimming,
basketball, track, water skiing, and mountain climbing.
lzzy got into competition because " I knew I was better
than those people and I had to prove it to myself." Sh
won her first race. Her next goal is to conquer Mount
Rainier, which she plans to do this summer.
judy Smith : physical fitness enthusiast, she likes to
keep her body in top condition. She sticks to a r gular
schedule of lifting weights and jogging, plays bask tball,
and skis. judy likes " playing on the machines" in th
weight room. "They warm me all up inside ... my ch k
get all rosy ...you can feel what your body's doing."
Doug Cole : noted high school basketball player, h
came to Pacific to play on the team, but "lost the will to
play because in high school I would pout wh n I lo t
and 1 realized 1 wasn't having fun ." He now plays
intramural basketball where it " doesn't bother m to
lose because it makes it less important to win and I can
just enjoy myself... being flashy ," and he also plays pingpong, just because " It's fun to play when you'r
tripping."

he ay get.
et ics is something that unifies people. If
is a n athlete, then athletics is something
ca n always relate to each other through. The
idual differences between people in terms of
ath letic lives (other than differences in the
sports people may be into) are ones of
. Granted, a sport may be the biggest thing in
perso n's life and only an occasional pastime in
but each in his own way trips out when he is
pat ing in his.
·s magazine concerns itself primarily with the
ity's intercollegiate sports scene and focuses on
Is who are noted for their athletic endeavors.
course, by no means are these people our only
on campus. So let's take a look at some of our
known jocks:
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---Mike Barr
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